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Abstract
This paper characterizes optimal policy when a government uses indirect control to exert
its authority. We develop a dynamic principal-agent model in which a principal (a government) delegates the prevention of a disturbance–such as riots, protests, terrorism, crime, or
tax evasion–to an agent who has an advantage in accomplishing this task. Our setting is a
standard repeated moral hazard model with two additional features. First, the principal is
allowed to exert direct control by intervening with an endogenously determined intensity of
force which is costly to both players. Second, the principal su¤ers from limited commitment.
Using recursive methods, we derive a fully analytical characterization of the intensity, likelihood, and duration of intervention. The …rst main insight from our model is that repeated
and costly equilibrium interventions are a feature of optimal policy. This is because they are
the most e¢ cient credible means for the principal of providing incentives for the agent. The
second main insight is a detailed analysis of a fundamental tradeo¤ between the intensity
and duration of intervention which is driven by the principal’s inability to commit. Finally,
we derive sharp predictions regarding the impact of various factors on the optimal intensity,
likelihood, and duration of intervention. We discuss these results in the context of some
historical episodes.
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Introduction

In exerting their authority in weakly institutionalized environments, governments often use indirect control: certain political responsibilities are left to local authorities or warlords who have
an advantage in ful…lling them. These tasks range from the prevention of riots, protests, and
crime, to the control of terrorism and insurgency, to the collection of taxes. For example, by
the …rst century, the Romans had established a series of client states and chieftaincies along
their borders which gave them control over a vast territory with great economy of force. These
clients were kept in line by a combination of subsidies and favors and by the threat of military
intervention.1 Beyond Roman times, this strategy of indirect control through violent interventions has been used by the British during colonial times and the Turks during the Ottoman era,
and it is tacitly used today by many governments.2 Many of these interventions are temporary,
repeated, and often deemed excessively destructive.
In this paper, we ask the following question: How should a government use rewards and military interventions to align the incentives of the local authority with its own? More speci…cally,
when should interventions be used? How long and how intense should they be? In answering
these questions, it is important to take into account that the interaction between a government
and a local authority is inherently dynamic, and that there are three key frictions to consider.
First, the local authority cannot commit to ful…lling its delegated task. Second, the local
authority’s actions, which often occur through informal channels, are imperfectly observed by the
government. Third, the government cannot commit to providing rewards or using interventions.
While the …rst two constraints point to a classic moral hazard problem, the optimal policy in this
context must take into account how the third constraint interacts with the …rst two. Therefore,
a suitably modi…ed repeated principal-agent model (in which the government is the principal)
is the natural framework to provide guidance on the implications of these frictions for optimal
policy.
In this paper, we develop such a model. The principal delegates the control of disturbances–
such as riots, protests, terrorism, crime, or tax evasion–to an agent who has an advantage
in accomplishing this task. Our setting is a standard repeated moral hazard model with two
additional features that are crucial in our application.3 First, the principal is allowed to intervene
with an endogenously determined intensity of force that is costly to both players. Second, the
principal su¤ers from limited commitment. We focus on characterizing the optimal intensity,
likelihood, and duration of such interventions. Using the recursive methods of Abreu, Pearce,
1

See Syme (1933), Luttwak (1976), and our discussion in Section 7 for more details.
This is particularly the case for governments that have tenuous control over parts of their territory. Pakistan’s
Federally Administered Tribal Areas and in outlying areas in many African countries are good examples. On this
point, see Herbst (2000) and Reno (1998). Recent violent interventions such as Pakistan in its tribal territories,
Russia in Chechnya, Israel in the Palestinian Territories, or Indonesia in Banda Aceh arguably …t the pattern. The
United Kingdom also suspended local administration and deployed the army during The Troubles in Northern
Ireland from 1968 to 1998.
3
See Debs (2009), Egorov and Sonin (2009), Guriev (2004), and Myerson (2008) for applications of a principalagent model to delegation problems in weakly institutionalized environments such as dictatorships.
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and Stacchetti (1990), we derive a fully analytical characterization of the optimal contract. The
…rst main insight from our model is that repeated and costly interventions are a feature of
optimal policy and occur along the equilibrium path.4 A second insight, which emerges from
our explicit characterization, is the existence of a fundamental tradeo¤ between the intensity and
duration of intervention that is driven by the principal’s inability to commit. Finally, we derive
sharp predictions regarding the impact of various important factors on the optimal intensity,
likelihood, and duration of intervention.
More speci…cally, we construct a repeated game between a principal and an agent. In every
period, the principal has two options. On the one hand, the principal can withhold force and
allow the agent to exert unobservable e¤ort in controlling disturbances. In this situation, if a
large disturbance occurs, the principal cannot determine if it is due to the agent’s negligence or
due to bad luck. On the other hand, the principal can directly intervene to control disturbances
himself, and in doing so he chooses the intensity of force, where higher intensity hurts both
the principal and the agent. Both the principal and the agent su¤er from limited commitment.
Because the agent cannot commit to high e¤ort once the threat of intervention has subsided,
the Nash equilibrium of the stage game is direct intervention by the principal with minimal
intensity (i.e., direct control). Dynamic incentives, however, can generate better outcomes in
which the agent exerts e¤ort. We consider the e¢ cient sequential equilibrium of this game
in which reputation sustains equilibrium actions, and we fully characterize in closed form the
dynamics of interventions.
Our …rst result is that repeated and costly interventions are a feature of optimal policy. This
is because they are the most e¢ cient credible means for the principal of providing incentives
for the agent. Interventions must occasionally be used following large disturbances as a costly
punishment to induce the agent to exert high e¤ort along the equilibrium path. Moreover, these
interventions must be temporary because of limited commitment on the side of the principal. We
show that if the principal could commit to a long run contract, then optimal interventions would
last forever in order to provide the best ex-ante incentives for the agent. The principal’s inability
to commit implies that any costly intervention must be followed by periods of cooperation in
which the exertion of e¤ort by the agent rewards the principal for having intervened.
More speci…cally, we show that once the …rst intervention takes place, the principal and the
agent engage in two phases of play: a cooperative phase and a punishment phase that sustain
each other. In the cooperative phase, the agent exerts high e¤ort because he knows that a large
4
The use of costly interventions as punishment is very common in situations of indirect control. In his discussion
of the Ottoman Empire, Luttwak (2007) writes:

"The Turks were simply too few to hunt down hidden rebels, but they did not have to: they went
to the village chiefs and town notables instead, to demand their surrender, or else. A massacre once
in a while remained an e¤ective warning for decades. So it was mostly by social pressure rather than
brute force that the Ottomans preserved their rule: it was the leaders of each ethnic or religious
group inclined to rebellion that did their best to keep things quiet, and if they failed, they were
quite likely to tell the Turks where to …nd the rebels before more harm was done." (p. 40)
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disturbance can trigger a transition to the punishment phase. In the punishment phase which
follows a large disturbance, the principal temporarily intervenes with a unique endogenous level
of intensive force. The principal exerts costly force because failure to do so triggers the agent
to choose low e¤ort in all future cooperative phases, and the principal prefers to maintain high
e¤ort by the agent in the future. Since the punishment phase is costly to both players, the
optimal contract minimizes the likelihood of transitioning to this phase. Hence, the principal
must provide the strongest incentives for the agent to exert high e¤ort during the cooperative
phase. This is achieved by the principal promising the harshest credible punishment to the
agent in case disturbances are very large. Thus, the worst credible punishment to the agent
sustains the highest welfare for both the principal and the agent during phases of cooperation
by minimizing the likelihood of punishment.
Our second result follows from our explicit characterization of the worst credible punishment
to the agent. Recall that the principal cannot commit to future actions. This inability to commit
produces a fundamental tradeo¤ between the duration and the intensity of credible interventions.
In particular, he can only be induced to intervene with costly intensity of force if cooperation
is expected to resume in the future, and higher intensity is only credible if cooperation resumes
sooner. This trade-o¤ between intensity and duration generates a non-monotonic relationship
between the intensity chosen by the principal and the agent’s overall payo¤ during punishment
phases. At low levels of intensity, the agent’s payo¤ naturally becomes worse as intensity rises.
However, at higher levels of intensity, the marginal instantaneous cost to the agent from higher
intensity is counteracted by the shorter duration of punishment. Hence, the overall punishment
phase is less harsh as intensity further increases. The principal takes into account these opposing
forces to determine the worst credible punishment to the agent.
Our …nal result concerns the e¤ect of three important factors on the optimal intensity,
likelihood, and duration of intervention. First, we consider the e¤ect of a rise in the cost of
e¤ort to the agent. Second, we consider the e¤ect of a decline in the cost of intensity to the
principal. Third, we consider the e¤ect of a rise in the cost of disturbances to the principal. We
show that all three changes increase the optimal intensity of intervention, but only the …rst also
increases its likelihood and unambiguously decreases its duration.
In addition to the characterization of the e¢ cient equilibrium of our model, we connect
our theoretical framework and results to three historical episodes of indirect control: the Early
Roman Empire, the Israeli-Palestinian con‡ict, and the Chechen wars. We describe how each
of these situations is characterized by a government seeking to control a local authority who
has the capacity to hinder disturbances in the presence of asymmetric information. We show
that these situations feature the occasional use of military interventions by the government as
punishment for disturbances. We also show that interventions are temporary, repeated, and are
often deemed excessively destructive by outside observers. Finally, we connect some features of
the examples to particular comparative statics of our model. Overall, these examples show how
our model can be used to analyze and understand the use of military interventions in situations
3

of indirect control.
Related Literature
This paper is related to several di¤erent literatures. First, our paper contributes to the political economy literature on dynamic con‡ict by providing a formal framework for investigating
the transitional dynamics between con‡ict and cooperation.5 The key distinction from the few
related models which feature recurrent …ghting (e.g., Anderlini, Gerardi, and Laguno¤, 2009,
Fearon, 2004, Powell, 2009, and Rohner, Thoenig, and Zilibotti, 2010) is that we allow for levels
of force which exceed the static best response, and we explicitly consider e¢ cient equilibria. In
doing so, we show that high levels of force are sustained by future cooperation, which allows for
an analysis of the optimal intensity and duration of …ghting. Because we focus on situations of
indirect control in which one player uses violence to provide incentives to another player, our
model bears a similar structure to Yared (2010). In contrast to this work, we introduce variable
intervention intensity which allows for payo¤s below the repeated static Nash equilibrium, and
therefore optimal phases of intervention cannot last forever and must necessarily precede phases
of cooperation.
Second, our paper contributes to the literature on punishments dating back to the work of
Becker (1968). In contrast to this work, which considers static models, we consider a dynamic
environment in which the principal lacks the commitment to punish.6 Static models by de…nition
cannot distinguish between the intensity and the duration of punishment, and hence they cannot
provide any answers to the motivating questions of our analysis. As such, the tradeo¤ in our
model between the intensity and duration of punishment and its relationship to the absence of
commitment on the side of the principal is new to our understanding of optimal punishments.7
Third, our paper contributes to the theoretical literature on the repeated moral hazard
problem.8 A common feature of the baseline repeated moral hazard model is the absence of long
run dynamics in the agent’s continuation value.9 In contrast to this work, long run dynamics
in the agent’s continuation value emerge in our setting. Our model departs from the baseline in
two respects. First, the structure of our stage game allows the principal to take over the agent’s
5

Some examples of work in this literature are Acemoglu and Robinson (2006), Baliga and Ely (2010), Chassang
and Padró i Miquel (2009,2010), Jackson and Morelli (2008), and Powell (1999). Schwarz and Sonin (2008) show
that the ability to commit to randomizing between costly con‡ict and cooperation can induce cooperation. We
do not assume the ability to commit to randomization, and the realization of costly con‡ict is driven by future
expectations.
6
Some examples of models of punishments are Acemoglu and Wolitsky (2009), Chwe (1990), Dal Bó and Di
Tella (2003), Dal Bó, Dal Bó, and di Tella (2006), and Polinski and Shavell (1979,1984).
7
Because applying punishments is costly to the principal, static models need to assume that the principal can
commit to some punishment intensity as a function of observable outcomes.
8
The literature on repeated moral hazard is vast and cannot be summarized here. Some examples are Ambrus
and Egorov (2009), Phelan and Townsend (1991), Radner (1985), Rogerson (1985), and Spear and Srivastava
(1987).
9
This result is best elucidated in the continuous time model of Sannikov (2008) who shows that in the optimal
contract, the principal backloads incentives to the agent, so that the agent is eventually …red or retired with
a severance payment. The absence of long run dynamics in the agent’s continuation value is also observed in
discrete time models. This is true for instance in the model of DeMarzo and Fishman (2007) and in the computed
examples of Phelan and Townsend (1991).
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action at an endogenous cost to himself and the agent. Importantly, this departure on its own
does not lead to any long run dynamics, as we show in the paper. Second, the principal su¤ers
from limited commitment.10 It is the combination of limited commitment with the modi…ed
structure of the stage game what generates the long run dynamics in the agent’s continuation
value. These dynamics emerge because of the alternating provision of incentives to the principal
and to the agent.
Finally, note that the economics behind the dynamics of repeated intervention in our principalagent framework are related to the insights in the literature on price wars under oligopolistic
competition (e.g., Green and Porter, 1984).11 As in our environment, this literature highlights
how the equilibrium realization of statically ine¢ cient outcomes (such as price wars) can serve
to sustain cooperation. Because of the technical complexity associated with multi-sided private
action, this literature imposes restrictions on players’ strategies in order to characterize the
dynamics of non-cooperation, making it di¢ cult to address the tradeo¤s underlying the optimal contract or the comparative statics.12 In contrast to this framework, private information
in our principal-agent environment is one-sided, which reduces this technical complexity and
allows us to explicitly characterize the dynamics of non-cooperation together with the tradeo¤s
and comparative statics underlying the fully optimal contract with general history-dependent
strategies.13
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model. Section 3 de…nes the
e¢ cient sequential equilibrium. Section 4 characterizes the equilibrium under full commitment
by the principal and highlights the absence of long run dynamics. Section 5 characterizes the
equilibrium under limited commitment by the principal and provides our main results. Section
6 provides extensions, and we discuss our results in the context of some historical episodes in
Section 7. Section 8 concludes. Appendix A contains the most important proofs and additional
material not included in the text. Appendix B, which is available online, includes additional
proofs not included in Appendix A.
10

Other work introduces limited commitment on the side of the principal. For instance, Levin (2003) and Halac
(2010) consider the role of an outside option for the principal and they …nd no long run dynamics for the agent’s
continuation value since, if the agent is not …red, then the long run contract corresponds to a stationary contract.
Fong and Li (2010) also consider limited commitment on the side of the principal, though they show that long
run dynamics could emerge under the assumption that low e¤ort by the agent provides lower utility to the agent
than termination, but this assumption does not hold in our setting.
11
For related work on price wars, see also Abreu, Pearce, and Stacchetti (1986), Porter (1983), Radner (1986),
Rotemberg and Saloner (1986), and Staiger and Wollack (1992). A di¤erent treatment dynamic oligopoly considers
the role of private information (e.g., Athey and Bagwell, 2001, Athey, Bagwell, and Sanchirico, 2004) as opposed
to private action, which is our focus.
12
See Mailath and Samuelson (2006, p. 347-54) for an exposition of these di¢ culties. The work of Sannikov
(2007) suggests some of these di¢ culties can be addressed in a continuous time framework.
13
To do this, we utilize the recursive techniques developed by Abreu, Pearce, and Stacchetti (1990).
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Model

We consider a dynamic environment in which a principal seeks to induce an agent into limiting
disturbances. In every period, the principal has two options. On the one hand, the principal
can withhold force and allow the agent to exert unobservable e¤ort in controlling disturbances.
In this situation, if a large disturbance occurs, the principal cannot determine if it is due to the
agent’s negligence or due to bad luck. On the other hand, the principal can directly intervene
to control disturbances himself, and in doing so he chooses the intensity of force. Both the
principal and the agent su¤er from limited commitment. In our benchmark model, we rule out
transfers from the principal to the agent–which are standard in the repeated principal-agent
literature–since our focus is on the use of interventions. This is done purely for expositional
simplicity. We allow for transfers in Section 6.1.1 and show that none of our results regarding
the dynamics of intervention are altered.
More formally, there are time periods t = f0; :::; 1g where in every period t, the principal (p)

and the agent (a) repeat the following interaction. The principal publicly chooses ft = f0; 1g,

where ft = 1 represents a decision to intervene. If ft = 0, then the principal does not intervene
and the agent privately chooses whether to exert high e¤ort (et = ) or low e¤ort (et = 0 < ) in
minimizing disturbances. Nature then stochastically chooses the size st 2 S
observed disturbance. The principal receives

st from a disturbance where

[0; s] of a publicly
> 0 parameterizes

the cost of disturbances to the principal. Independently of the shock st , the agent loses et from
exerting e¤ort. The c.d.f. of st conditional on et is

(st ; et ). We let

(st ; 0) <

(st ; ) for

st 2 (0; s) so that higher disturbances are more likely under low e¤ort. Therefore, letting

correspond to the expected value of st conditional on et , it follows that
high e¤ort reduces the expected size of a
of e¤ort to the

agent.15

s (st ; 0) = s (st ;

a(

The parameter

We make the following technical assumptions on

st 2 (0; s) and et = f0; g,
respect to st .

disturbance.14

(st ; et ) > 0 and

)<

a (0)

a (et )

so that

captures the cost
(st ; et ). For all

(st ; et ) is twice continuously di¤erentiable with

(st ; et ) also satis…es the monotone likelihood ratio property (MLRP) so that
) is strictly increasing in st , and we let limst !s

to guarantee interior solutions. Finally,

ss (st ; et )

< 0, so that it

s (st ; 0) = s (st ;
is concave.16

) = 1 so as

If ft = 1, then the principal publicly decides the intensity of force it 2 0; i . In this case,
14

Due to the variety of applications, we do not take a stance on microfounding the source of disturbances.
One can interpret these disturbances as being generated by a short-lived player who bene…ts from their realization (such as cross border raids into the Roman Empire by Germanic tribes) and who is less successful under
intervention by the principal or high e¤ort by the agent. Moreover, the realization of a large enough disturbance
could stochastically force the principal to make a permanent concession bene…cial to this player. Under this
interpretation, the principal may be able to unilaterally make a concession to end all disturbances, a situation we
consider in Section 6.1.2.
15
The cost can rise for instance if it becomes more politically costly for the agent to antagonize rival factions
contributing to the disturbances. Alternatively, the agent might actually have an increased preference for large
disturbances. In this case, without a¤ecting any of our results, one can modify the interpretation so that et
subsumes the fact that the agent receives utility from the realization of large disturbances.
16
While we model disturbances as continuous, one could alternatively model disturbances as a binary event
with st = f0; 1g without altering any of our main results. Details available upon request.
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the payo¤ to the principal is
and g (it ) > 0 8it
the term

p

p

Ait and the payo¤ to the agent is

g (it ), where A > 0

0. The parameter A captures the marginal cost of intensive force.17 Within
Ait is embedded the cost of a stochastic disturbance, where

p

represents the

expected size of such a disturbance conditional on intervention. Analogously, within the term
g (it ) is the cost of the damage su¤ered by the agent when the principal intervenes, where this
damage is increasing in intensity it .18 We let g 0 (it ) > 0 and g 00 (it ) < 0 with limit !0 g 0 (it ) = 1
and limit !i g 0 (it ) = 0. The concavity of g ( ) captures the fact that there are diminishing returns

to the use of intensity by the principal.

Importantly, conditional on intervention by the principal, both the principal and the agent
are strictly better o¤ under it = 0. This is because choosing it > 0 imposes more damage on
the agent, it is costly to the principal, and it does not directly diminish the likelihood of a
disturbance. Therefore, conditional on ft = 1, the principal would always choose it = 0 in a
one-shot version of this game.
The proper interpretation of it = 0 is therefore not the absence of force, but rather the
principal’s statically optimal level of force, meaning the level of intensity associated with the
principal seeking to directly minimize immediate disturbances. As an example, suppose that
the principal was interested in limiting riots, and suppose that, given the costs, the statically
optimal means of doing so for the principal is to impose a curfew only on the neighborhoods
which are more riot-prone. In this situation, excessive force (i.e., it > 0) corresponds to imposing
broader-based curfews in the region and engaging in other forms of harassment or destruction.
These additional actions have minimal direct e¤ect on reducing riots but they certainly impose
additional costs on both the principal and the agent in the region.19
17

For instance, A can decline if there is less international rebuke for the use of force.
In practice, the agent can be a leader, a political party, or an entire society. In situations in which the agent
is a group, the damage su¤ered by the agent can involve the killing of members of the group.
19
Thus, g (0) corresponds to the agent’s disutility under the principal’s statically optimal level intensity. This
normalization has no qualitative e¤ect on our results and yields considerable notational ease. In general, intensity
could a¤ect the size p of a disturbance under an intervention. If p is a convex function of intensity, one can
show that the e¢ cient sequential equilibrium only features levels of intensity above the statically optimal level.
Details available upon request.
18
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The game is displayed in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Game

Let uj (ft ; it ; et ; st ) represent the payo¤ to player j = fp; ag at the beginning of the stage

game at t, where the value of it is only relevant if ft = 1 and the values of et and st are only
relevant if ft = 0. Each player j has a period zero welfare
E0

1
X

t

uj (ft ; it ; et ; st ) ,

2 (0; 1) .

t=0

We make the following assumptions.
>

Assumption 1 (ine¢ ciency of intervention)

p

Assumption 2 (desirability of intervention)

a (0)

a(

) and

>

p.

>

g (0).

Assumption 1 states that, relative to payo¤s under intervention, both the principal and the
agent are strictly better o¤ if the agent exerts high e¤ort in minimizing a disturbance. Intuitively,
the agent is better informed about the sources of disturbances and is better than the principal
at reducing them. Moreover, from an ex-ante perspective, the agent prefers to exert high e¤ort
to control disturbances versus enduring the damage from any intervention by the principal. In
sum, this assumption implies that allowing the agent to exert e¤ort dominates intervention by
the principal.

8

Assumption 2 states that the principal is strictly better o¤ using intervention to minimize
disturbances versus letting the agent exert low e¤ort. This assumption has an important implication. Speci…cally, in a one-shot version of this game, intervention with minimal intensity
(i.e., ft = 1 and it = 0) is the unique static Nash equilibrium. This is because conditional on no
intervention (i.e, ft = 0), the agent chooses minimal e¤ort (i.e., et = 0). Thus, by Assumption
2, the principal chooses ft = 1 and it = 0. Since the agent cannot commit to controlling disturbances, the principal must intervene to do so himself.20 We refer to this situation with ft = 1
and it = 0 as direct control.
Note that we have implicitly assumed that there is no asymmetry of information during
intervention by the principal. There are two ways to interpret this assumption in our context.
First, if the principal takes over the task, the agent may have no reason to exert e¤ort as he is
made redundant. Second, during the disruptive and violent interventions that are the focus of
our analysis, the agent may be su¢ ciently incapacitated that he cannot actually exert high e¤ort.
In both of these cases, asymmetric information during intervention is clearly less of a concern
since the agent’s e¤ort is largely irrelevant.21 This formulation, from a technical standpoint, also
has the advantage of making the equilibrium tractable, since incentives need only be provided
for one player in any given period.
Permanent direct control is always a sequential equilibrium of the repeated game. However,
since it is ine¢ cient (by Assumption 1), history-dependent strategies may be able to enhance the
welfare of both players. Nevertheless, there are three frictions to consider. First, the principal
cannot commit to refraining from using intervention in the future, since he also su¤ers from
limited commitment. Moreover, he cannot commit to using more than minimal force under
intervention. Second, the agent cannot commit to choosing high e¤ort. Finally, the principal
does not observe the e¤ort by the agent. Consequently, if a large disturbance occurs, the principal
cannot determine if this is accidental (i.e., et = ) or if this is intentional (i.e., et = 0).

3

Equilibrium De…nition

In this section, we present our recursive method for the characterization of the e¢ cient sequential
equilibria of the game. We provide a formal de…nition of these equilibria in Appendix A. The
important feature of a sequential equilibrium is that each player dynamically chooses his best
response given the strategy of his rival at every public history.22
Since we are concerned with optimal policy, we characterize the set of equilibria which
20
Assumption 2 facilitates exposition by guaranteeing the existence of long run interventions. If it is violated,
the worst punishment to the principal is rede…ned as equal to
) and none of our main results are
a (0) = (1
changed since interventions must still occur in expectation. Section 6.1.2 provides an extension with a permanent
concession which is isomorphic to this scenario.
21
Moreover, even if the agent’s e¤ort under intervention did actually matter, the principal would presumably
…nd it easier to monitor him under intervention.
22
Because the principal’s strategy is public by de…nition, any deviation by the agent to a non-public strategy
is irrelevant (see Fudenberg, Levine, and Maskin, 1994).
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maximize the period 0 welfare of the principal subject to providing the agent with some minimal
period 0 welfare U0 . The most important feature of these equilibria due to the original insight
achieved by Abreu (1988) is that they are sustained by the worst credible punishment. More
speci…cally, all public deviations from equilibrium actions by a given player lead to his worst
credible punishment o¤ the equilibrium path, which we denote by J for the principal and U for
the agent. Note that
J
U

=

p

1
g (0)
.
1

and

The principal cannot receive a lower payo¤ than under permanent direct control, as he could
revert to it at any point. Moreover, the agent can be credibly punished by the principal at least as
harshly as under permanent direct control, which is the repetition of the static Nash equilibrium.
Therefore, while the structure of the game determines J, U is determined endogenously by
equilibrium strategies.
We allow players to potentially randomize over the choice of intervention, intensity, and
e¤ort. We do this since this could improve e¢ ciency. Formally, let zt = zt1 ; zt2 2 Z

[0; 1]2

represent a pair of i.i.d. publicly observed random variables independent of st , of all actions,
and of each other, where these are drawn from a bivariate uniform c.d.f. Let zt1 be revealed prior
to the choice of ft so as to allow the principal to randomize over the use of intervention and let
zt2 be revealed immediately following the choice of ft so as to allow the principal to randomize
over intensity or the agent to randomize over the e¤ort choice.
As is the case in many incentive problems, an e¢ cient sequential equilibrium can be represented in a recursive fashion, and this is a useful simpli…cation for characterizing equilibrium
dynamics.23 In particular, at any public history, the entire public history of the game is subsumed in the continuation value to each player, and associated with these two continuation
values is a continuation sequence of actions and continuation values.
More speci…cally, let U represent the continuation value of the agent at a given history. Let
fz , iz , and ez represent the use of intervention, the choice of intensity, and the choice of e¤ort,
respectively, conditional on today’s random public signal z = z 1 ; z 2 . Let UzF represent the
continuation value promised to the agent for tomorrow conditional on intervention being used
today at z. If intervention is not used, then the continuation value promised to the agent for
N . Note that f depends only
tomorrow conditional on z and the size of the disturbance s is Uz;s
z

on z 1 since it is chosen prior to the realization of z 2 , but all other variables depend on z 1 as well
as z 2 .
Associated with U is J (U ), which represents the highest continuation value achievable by
the principal in a sequential equilibrium conditional on the agent achieving a continuation value
23

This is a consequence of the insights from the work of Abreu, Pearce, and Stacchetti (1990).
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of U . Letting

=

n
N
fz ; iz ; ez ; UzF ; Uz;s

the e¢ cient sequential equilibrium is
J (U ) = max Ez fz

p

o

s2[0;s] z2Z

Aiz + J UzF

; the recursive program which characterizes

+ (1

fz )

a (ez )

N
+ Es J Uz;s
jez

(1)
s.t.
U = Ez fz

g (iz ) +

+ (1

a (ez )

N
Es Uz;s
jez =

fz )
UzF

Aiz + J

p

Ez

UzF

N
ez + Es Uz;s
jez
1

J 8z ; z

N
+ Es J Uz;s
jez jz 1
N
Es Uz;s
jez = 0

N
J UzF ; J Uz;s
N
UzF ; Uz;s

J 8z 1 ; z 2 ; s

2

(2)
(3)

J 8z 1

ez 8z 1 ; z 2

(4)
(5)
(6)

U 8z 1 ; z 2 ; s

(7)

0, and ez = f0; g 8z 1 ; z 2 .

fz 2 [0; 1] , iz

,

(8)

(1) represents the continuation value to the principal written in a recursive fashion at a given
history. Equation (2) represents the promise keeping constraint which ensures that the agent
is achieving a continuation value of U . Constraints (8) ensure that the allocation is feasible.
Constraints (3)

(7) represent the incentive compatibility constraints of this game. Without

these constraints, the solution to the problem starting from an initial U0 is simple: The principal
refrains from intervention forever. Constraints (3)

(7) capture the ine¢ ciencies introduced by

the presence of limited commitment and imperfect information which ultimately lead to the need
for intervention. Constraints (3) and (4) take into account that at any history, the principal
cannot commit to refraining from permanent direct control which provides a continuation value
of J. Speci…cally, constraint (3) captures the fact that at any history, the principal cannot
commit to using intensive force since this is costly. It ensures that at any history in which the
principal intervenes with iz > 0, the principal is rewarded for this in the future with J UzF > J.
Constraint (4) captures the fact that at any history, the principal may not be able to commit to
allowing the agent to exert low e¤ort, and if that is the case, the principal is rewarded for this
N je
24 Constraint (5) captures the additional constraint of
in the future with Es J Uz;s
z > J.

imperfect information: If the principal requests ez = , the agent can always privately choose
ez = 0 without detection. Constraint (5) ensures that the agent’s punishment from this deviation
is weakly exceeded by the equilibrium path reward n
for choosing high oe¤ort.25 Constraints (6)
N
and (7) guarantee that the set of continuation values UzF ; Uz;s
chosen in the future
s2[0;s]
z2Z

24

1

More precisely, following the realization of z , it must be that the expectation of e¤ort by the agent–which
can depend on the realization of z 2 –is su¢ ciently high or alternatively that the continuation value to the principal
is su¢ ciently high.
25
Note that we have ignored the constraint that the agent does not deviate to high e¤ort if low e¤ort is
expected (i.e., ez = 0). We explicitly consider this constraint in Appendix A and we can show that it never binds
in equilibrium.
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satisfy future incentive compatibility constraints for the principal and for the agent, where U
corresponds to the lowest continuation value for the agent.
We focus our analysis on the intensity, likelihood, and duration of intervention which are
formally de…ned below.
De…nition 1 (i) The intensity of intervention at t is E fit jft = 1g, (ii) the likelihood of inter-

vention at t is Pr fft+1 = 1jft = 0g, and (iii) the duration of intervention at t is Pr fft+1 = 1jft = 1g.
This de…nition states that the intensity of intervention is the expected intensity of the force
used by the principal during intervention; the likelihood of intervention is the probability that
the principal intervenes following a period of non-intervention; and the duration of intervention
is the probability that intervention continues into the next period.26 To facilitate exposition, we
assume that players are su¢ ciently patient for the remainder of our discussion.
Assumption 3 (High Patience)

> b for some b 2 (0; 1).

The exact value of b is described in detail in Appendix B.27

4

Full Commitment Benchmark

In this section, we characterize the equilibrium in the presence of full commitment by the
principal (i.e., in the model which ignores constraints (3), (4), and (6)) in order to show that no
intervention dynamics emerge in this setting.
To this end, it is useful to note that the agent cannot possibly receive a continuation value
which exceeds 0, since this is the continuation value associated with the agent providing low
e¤ort forever under no intervention by the principal. Therefore, Ut

0 for all t. The following

proposition characterizes the dynamics of intervention in the e¢ cient sequential equilibrium
under full commitment by the principal.
Proposition 1 (full commitment) Under full commitment by the principal, the following is
true for all t:
1. If Ut < 0, then the probability of intervention in the future is positive, so that Pr fft+k = 1g >
0 for some k

0,

2. The duration of intervention Pr fft+1 = 1jft = 1g = 1 so that intervention is permanent
once it is used, and

26

The expected length of time that ft = 1 is equal to 1= (1 Pr fft+1 = 1jft = 1g) which is a monotonic
transformation of Pr fft+1 = 1jft = 1g, and for this reason we interpret Pr fft+1 = 1jft = 1g as corresponding to
the duration of intervention.
27
This assumption allows us to explicitly characterize the equilibrium since it implies that the threat of intervention with minimal force is su¢ cient to induce high e¤ort and that the e¢ cient duration of intervention is
bounded away from 0. We can show that for any discount factor 2 (0; 1), there exists a set of parameter values
for which b is su¢ ciently low that > b so that Assumption 3 holds. Details available upon request.
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3. The intensity of intervention E fit jft = 1g is positive and it is constant so that conditional
on ft = 1, it+k = it for all k

0.

The …rst part of Proposition 1 states that if the agent is receiving a continuation value
below that associated with contributing zero e¤ort forever, then there is a positive probability
of intervention in the future. The argument behind this result is straightforward. Suppose by
contradiction that the probability of intervention going forward were zero. Then the agent has
no incentive to exert high e¤ort and could choose to exert low e¤ort forever without detection
and achieve a continuation value equal to 0, which would make him strictly better o¤ since
Ut < 0. Intuitively, if Ut < 0, then interventions must take place in the future in order to induce
the agent to exert high e¤ort in minimizing disturbances. Therefore, even though interventions
are ex-post ine¢ cient by Assumption 1, they are ex-ante e¢ cient since they provide the right
incentives to the agent to exert e¤ort.28
The second and third parts of Proposition 1 state that there are no dynamics of intervention
since interventions last forever and entail a …xed level of intensity. The intuition for the second
part is that permanent interventions are the most e¢ cient means of providing ex-ante incentives
for high e¤ort by the agent. Formally, suppose by contradiction that there is no intervention
at t and, with some probability, the principal intervenes starting from t + 1 for k periods.
The principal could easily choose an alternative policy of intervening forever but with a lower
likelihood (i.e., being more forgiving of small disturbances). This change in policy can be done
in a way that does not change his own welfare or that of the agent’s at t. Note that because of
the MLRP property, this change in policy is also better for the agent’s incentives and relaxes
his incentive constraint (5). This is because the punishment for very high disturbances–which
are more likely under low e¤ort–becomes more severe. Importantly, since the agent’s incentive
constraint is slackened, and since intervention at t+1 is costly to both players, both the principal
and the agent can be made strictly better o¤ at t by reducing the likelihood of intervention even
further. Consequently, lengthening interventions is good for ex-ante welfare for both parties. The
third part of the proposition follows from the fact that changing the level of intensity during an
intervention cannot improve the agent’s ex-ante incentives for putting in high e¤ort since g ( ) is
concave. Moreover, since the marginal cost of intensity for the principal is constant, he cannot
improve his own welfare conditional on permanently intervening by choosing a non-constant
intensity.29
Even though we do not focus on equilibrium dynamics outside of phases of intervention,
it is useful to brie‡y describe them in order to understand the mechanics of the model. In
providing the agent with a continuation value Ut , the principal decides whether to intervene,
and if he does not intervene, whether to request high or low e¤ort from the agent. It is clear
28

More generally, e¢ cient sequential equilibria both under full commitment and limited commitment by the
principal are not renegotiation proof. According to the de…nition of Farrell and Maskin (1989), the only weakly
renegotiation proof equilibrium in our setting is the repeated static Nash equilibirum.
29
In Section 5.4, we discuss the range of intensity which is chosen by the principal.
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that if the continuation value Ut is low enough, the principal punishes the agent by intervening,
and Proposition 1 implies that intervention is permanent. Analogously, if Ut is high enough,
the principal rewards the agent by not intervening and allowing him to exert low e¤ort. In
the intermediate range of continuation values, the principal does not intervene and requests
high e¤ort from the agent. Incentive provision for the agent in this range implies that small
disturbances are rewarded with an increase in continuation value (and hence a higher likelihood
of non-intervention and low e¤ort in the future) and large disturbances are punished with a
decrease in continuation value (and hence a higher likelihood of intervention in the future).
Therefore, to provide incentives to the agent, the principal chooses a level of intensity that he
commits to exerting forever in the event that a su¢ cient number of large disturbances occur
along the equilibrium path. If instead small disturbances occur along the equilibrium path, then
the principal rewards the agent by allowing him to exert low e¤ort. Eventually, such a wellperforming agent can exert low e¤ort forever. The implication of these equilibrium dynamics is
described in the below corollary.
Corollary 1 Under full commitment by the principal, the long run equilibrium must feature one
of the two following possibilities:
1. Permanent intervention by the principal, or
2. Permanent non-intervention by the principal with low e¤ ort by the agent.
This corollary highlights the importance of full commitment by the principal to the long run
contract between the principal and the agent. Both long run outcomes provide the principal
with a strictly lower payo¤ than what he can guarantee himself through permanent direct control
(i.e., intervention with minimal intensity). This means that should he be given the option to
deviate ex-post, the principal would choose to break the terms of this dynamic contract.

5

Equilibrium under Limited Commitment

In this section, we characterize the equilibrium in our environment, which takes into account
limited commitment by the principal. In Section 5.1, we show that repeated temporary interventions must occur. In Section 5.2, we consider the optimal intensity, likelihood, and duration
of intervention, and we characterize an important tradeo¤ in the optimal contract between the
duration and the intensity of intervention. In Section 5.3 we consider comparative statics. Finally, in Section 5.4, we discuss the distortions which emerge as a consequence of the principal’s
inability to commit.

5.1

Repeated Intervention

The previous section shows that in the presence of full commitment by the principal, there are
no intervention dynamics. We now consider the solution to the full problem in (1)
14

(8) which

takes into account the principal’s inability to commit.
Proposition 2 (limited commitment) Under limited commitment by the principal, the following is true for all t:
1. The probability of intervention in the future is always positive, so that Pr fft+k = 1g > 0
for some k

0,

2. The duration of intervention Pr fft+1 = 1jft = 1g satis…es Pr fft+k = 1jft = 1g < 1 for
some k

0 so that intervention is temporary, and the agent never exerts low e¤ ort fol-

lowing intervention so that Pr fet+k = 0jft = 1g = 0 for all k

0, and

3. The intensity of intervention E fit jft = 1g is positive and equal to a unique constant i
which satis…es

(
A
=
g 0 (i )

p

a ( ))
g (i )

+ Ai

:

(9)

Note the di¤erences between each parts of Proposition 2 under limited commitment and
Proposition 1 under full commitment. The …rst part of Proposition 2 states that future interventions always occur with positive probability, whereas the …rst part of Proposition 1 states
that this is only true if the continuation value to the agent today is below 0. The second part of
Proposition 2 states that interventions are always temporary and followed by high e¤ort by the
agent, whereas the second part of Proposition 1 states that interventions are always permanent.
Finally, the third parts of both propositions state that a constant intensity is used during intervention, and Proposition 2 explicitly characterizes this level of intensity in the case of limited
commitment.
The reasoning behind each part of Proposition 2 is as follows. To understand the …rst part,
note that if Ut < 0 there is always a positive probability of intervention in the future, and this
follows from the same arguments as under the full commitment case described in the discussion
of Proposition 1. The reason why this is true always here is that it is not possible for Ut = 0 since
in this situation the agent exerts low e¤ort forever, and by Assumption 2, this is not incentive
compatible for the principal since he would prefer to intervene.30
The logic behind the second part of Proposition 2 follows from the presence of limited
commitment on the side of the principal. Permanent intervention with positive intensity as
under full commitment is not credible since the principal would prefer to deviate from such
an arrangement by intervening with minimal intensity and receiving the repetition of his static
Nash payo¤ J. Consequently, periods of non-intervention in which the agent exerts high e¤ort
must occur in the future in order to reward a principal who is intervening today. Moreover,
the proposition also states that the agent never exerts low e¤ort following an intervention. The
reason is that this is optimal for the provision of ex-ante incentives to the agent. Recall from
30

This result is also present in Yared (2010).
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the discussion in Section 4 that providing optimal incentives requires maximizing the duration
of intervention in the future, since this maximally relaxes the agent’s incentive compatibility
constraint along the equilibrium path. Since permanent intervention is not credible given the
incentive compatibility constraint of the principal, an additional means of punishing the agent
following a sequence of large disturbances is to ask for maximal e¤ort by the agent during periods
of non-intervention.
Even though we do not focus on equilibrium dynamics outside of phases of intervention,
it is useful to brie‡y describe them. If the continuation value Ut is low enough, the principal
punishes the agent by intervening. If Ut is high enough, the principal rewards the agent by not
intervening and allowing him to exert low e¤ort temporarily. In the intermediate range of Ut ,
the principal does not intervene and requests high e¤ort by the agent, where small disturbances
are rewarded with an increase in continuation value and large disturbances are punished with
a decrease in continuation value. The implication of these equilibrium dynamics is described in
the below corollary.
Corollary 2 Under limited commitment by the principal, the long run equilibrium must feature
‡uctuations between periods of intervention with a constant intensity i and periods of nonintervention with high e¤ ort by the agent.
This corollary and our above discussion highlight some similarities and some di¤erences
between this environment and the case of full commitment by the principal. As in the case of full
commitment, high e¤ort by the agent in the intermediate range of continuation values is followed
by an increase or decrease in continuation value, depending on the size of the disturbance.
However, in contrast to the full commitment case, there are long run equilibrium dynamics in
the continuation value to the agent which emerge here. In particular, the agent is never punished
with permanent intervention or rewarded with permanent non-intervention and low e¤ort, as in
the case of full commitment.
The last part of Proposition 2 states that the level of intensity used during intervention is
positive and equal to a unique constant which satis…es (9). This level of intensity is constant
over phases of intervention, as in the case of full commitment, and it is described in more detail
in the following section.

5.2

Intensity, Likelihood, and Duration of Intervention

In this section, we more thoroughly investigate the intensity, likelihood, and duration of intervention which emerge in the e¢ cient equilibrium. The second part of Proposition 2 shows that
once intervention has occurred, the principal and the agent alternate between intervention with
intensity i and non-intervention with high e¤ort by the agent. Note that characterization of
the equilibrium under intervention is complicated by the fact that, even though the intensity of
intervention is unique, the likelihood and duration of intervention are not unique since there are
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multiple ways of satisfying the principal’s incentive compatibility constraint. For instance, the
duration of intervention can be high if the principal expects a lengthy period of non-intervention
in the future (i.e., a low likelihood of intervention in the future). Alternatively, the duration of
intervention can be low if the principal expects a short period of non-intervention in the future
(i.e., a high likelihood of intervention in the future). This multiplicity of potential solutions does
not emerge in the case of full commitment since intervention lasts forever.
To alleviate this multiplicity and further characterize the likelihood and duration of intervention, we focus on the solution which satis…es the Bang-Bang property as described by Abreu,
Pearce, and Stacchetti (1990). In our context, the Bang-Bang property is satis…ed if the equilibrium continuation value pairs at t following the realization of zt1 are extreme points in the
set of sequential equilibrium continuation values. One can show that this leads us to select
the equilibrium with the highest intervention duration, which allows us to facilitate comparison
with the full commitment case.31 The next proposition as well as all the remaining results of
the paper characterize the equilibrium which satis…es the Bang-Bang property.
Proposition 3 (characterization of Bang-Bang equilibrium) Under limited commitment
by the principal, if intervention has occurred before t (i.e., ft

k

= 1 for some k

0), then the

equilibrium at t features either a cooperative phase or a punishment phase which are characterized
as follows:
1. In the cooperative phase at t, the principal does not intervene and the agent exerts high
e¤ ort (i.e., ft = 0 and et = ). If the size of the disturbance is below a threshold (i.e.
st < se (i ) 2 (0; s)), then the cooperative phase restarts at t + 1, otherwise the players

transition to the punishment phase at t + 1, and

2. In the punishment phase at t, the principal intervenes with intensity i (i.e., ft = 1 and
it = i ). With probability de(i ) 2 (0; 1), the punishment phase restarts at t + 1, and with
probability 1 de(i ) the players transition to the cooperative phase at t + 1.
In equilibrium, phases of cooperation and phases of punishment sustain each other. In the

cooperative phase, the agent exerts high e¤ort because he knows that failure to do so raises
the probability of a large enough disturbance which can trigger a transition to the punishment
phase. In the punishment phase, the principal temporarily intervenes with a unique level of
intensive force. The principal exerts costly force since he knows that failure to do so would
trigger the agent to choose low e¤ort in all future cooperative phases, making direct control–i.e.,
permanent intervention with minimal intensity–a necessity.32
31

This equilibrium also corresponds to the unique solution if we impose an additional constraint that players
only have one period memory. Details available upon request.
32
More precisely, permanent direct control is one of many means of implementing the worst punishment for the
principal. There are many other continuation games which provide the principal with a continuation value of J
which can serve as punishment. For instance, the principal and the agent can transition to the equilibrium which
provides the agent with the highest credible continuation value.
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To see the mechanics of this equilibrium, let U (i) and U (i) correspond to the agent’s continuation value during cooperation and punishment, respectively given the level of intensity i = i .
These satisfy
U (i) =

+

(e
s (i) ; ) U (i) + (1

U (i) =

g (i) +

(e
s (i) ; )) U (i) , and

de(i) U (i) + de(i) U (i) .

1

(10)
(11)

(10) shows that in the cooperative phase, the agent exerts high e¤ort today and faces two
possibilities tomorrow. If a large enough disturbance occurs, play moves to punishment and he
obtains U (i). Otherwise, cooperation is maintained and he receives U (i) tomorrow. Since the
agent is punished for disturbances which exceed se (i), it follows that the likelihood of punishment
e
l (i) satis…es:
e
l (i) = Pr fft+1 = 1jft = 0g = 1
(e
s (i) ; ) .
(12)

(11) shows that in the punishment phase, the agent endures punishment with intensity i = i
today, and he receives U (i) tomorrow with probability de(i) and U (i) tomorrow with probability
de(i).33

1

According to (10), the agent chooses high e¤ort during the cooperative phase, which means

his incentive compatibility constraint (5) must be satis…ed. Moreover, one can show that it
binds so that:
( (e
s (i) ; )

(e
s (i) ; 0)) U (i)

U (i) = .34

(13)

Let J (i) and J (i) correspond to the principal’s continuation value during cooperation and
punishment, respectively, given the level of intensity i = i . These satisfy
J (i) =

a(

J (i) =

p

)

+
Ai +

(e
s (i) ; ) J (i) + (1
1

(e
s (i) ; )) J (i) , and

de(i) J (i) + de(i) J (i) .

(14)
(15)

(14) shows that during cooperation the principal su¤ers from disturbances with expected size
a(

), and (15) shows that during punishment the principal su¤ers from disturbances with

expected size

p

and he also su¤ers from intervening with intensive force.

Note that during punishment the principal weakly prefers choosing intensive force–which is
statically dominated–and being rewarded for it with cooperation in the future versus choosing
his optimal deviation which is to intervene forever with minimal intensity. One can show that
33

The principal uses the public signal zt1 to randomly exit from the punishment phase. In practice, one can
interpret this public signal as corresponding to the random size of disturbances which occur under intervention
which are visible to both the principal and the agent. Alternatively, one can imagine that with …ne enough time
periods, the principal can intervene for a …xed deterministic interval of time–which is clearly observable to both
players–before resuming cooperation.
34
Letting (5) bind is optimal since it minimizes the likelihood of punishment which is costly to both the principal
and the agent.
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the incentive compatibility constraint on the principal (3) binds so that
J (i) = J.
Given i , note that (10)

(16)

(16) forms a system of equations which allows us to trace exactly

how the cooperative and punishment phases are tightly linked. In particular, the value of U (i)
sustains the values of J (i) and U (i). Equation (13) implies that, holding U (i) constant, the
lower is U (i), the higher is se (i), so that the more forgiving the principal can be towards the

agent.35 Intuitively, the harsher the punishment, the less often it needs to be used and the lower
the likelihood of intervention. Moreover, the lower the likelihood of punishment, the better o¤
are the principal and the agent during the cooperative phase. This is clear since, holding all else
…xed, the right hand sides of (10) and (14) both increase as the likelihood of punishment e
l (i)

declines. As a consequence, the highest possible J (i) and U (i) are associated with the lowest
U (i), as this makes for the longest sustainable cooperative phase–i.e., the lowest sustainable
likelihood of punishment e
l (i).

Similarly, the value of J (i) sustains the value of U (i). Equations (15) and (16) imply that,
holding all else …xed, the higher is J (i), then the higher is the implied value of de(i). This is

because the higher the principal’s continuation value under cooperation, the more easily can

the principal be induced to punish for longer, as his value under punishment is anchored at
J. Moreover, if punishment is longer, the worse o¤ is the agent during the punishment phase.
This is clear since, holding all else …xed, the right hand side of (11) decreases as the duration
of punishment de(i) increases. As a consequence, the lowest possible U (i) is associated with the

highest possible J (i), as this makes for the harshest punishment phase.

In order to see how these insights are related to the optimal level of intensity i , we can

use equations (10)

(16) in order to consider how the equilibrium would di¤er under some

alternative value of intensity i 6= i . More speci…cally, (10)

(16) corresponds to a system of

seven equations and seven unknowns:

n
o
U (i) ; U (i) ; J (i) ; J (i) ; se (i) ; e
l (i) ; de(i) .

(17)

h i
Each unknown is a continuously di¤erentiable function of i for i 2 0; i for some i 2 i ; i ,
where J (i ) = J U (i ) , and such a system of equations satis…es de(i) 2 [0; 1] and e
l (i) 2 [0; 1].36

This means that it corresponds to a sequential equilibrium which has the same structure as the
equilibrium described in Proposition 3 for some level of intensity i.37 We can use the functions
35

This follows from the fact that (e
s (i) ; )
(e
s (i) ; 0) is declining in se (i) in the optimal contract since this
minimizes the realization of punishment.
36
Formally, (10) (16) admits two solutions for se (i) and we select the higher value of se (i), since this coincides
with the solution in Proposition 3.
37
More speci…cally, in such an equilibrium, (13) implies that the agent’s incentive compatibility constraint binds
during the cooperative phase, and (16) implies that the principal’s incentive compatibility constraint binds during
the punishment phase.
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in (17) in order to better characterize the optimal level of intensity i .
Proposition 4 (optimal intensity) In the system de…ned by (10)

(16), as intensity i in-

creases from 0 to i,
1. The duration of intervention de(i) 2 [0; 1] decreases,

2. The agent’s continuation value of punishment U (i) decreases (increases) if intensity is
below (above) i ,

3. The likelihood of intervention e
l (i) 2 [0; 1] decreases (increases) if intensity is below (above)
i , and

4. The principal’s and the agent’s continuation value of cooperation, J (i) and U (i) increase
(decrease) if intensity is below (above) i .
Proposition 4 implies that the optimal level of intensity minimizes the agent’s continuation
value of punishment, minimizes the likelihood of intervention, and maximizes the principal’s and
the agent’s continuation value of cooperation. These insights allow us to interpret the value of
i de…ned in (9).
The principal’s incentives to intervene are the driving force behind Proposition 4. Again,
recall that the principal can always deviate to permanent direct control, which gives him a …xed
exogenous payo¤. As a consequence, if the intensity of intervention rises, then the principal
can only be induced to exert this level of intensity if the resumption of cooperation following
intervention is more likely. This is the logic behind (15) and (16) and it implies that de0 (i) < 0,

so that the duration of intervention is declining in intensity.

Now consider what this implies for the continuation value of the agent under punishment,

U (i). At low levels of i, an increase in intensity naturally means that the prospect of punishment
is worse for the agent, and U (i) decreases in i. However, at higher levels of i, diminishing
returns set in and the smaller marginal increase in pain g 0 (i) is outweighed by the reduction
in punishment duration implied by (15) and (16). As a consequence, above a certain i, U (i)
becomes increasing in i.38
Since the agent’s continuation value under punishment …rst decreases and then increases with
intensity, the likelihood of intervention e
l (i) …rst decreases and then increases with intensity,
as implied by (13). As the punishment for the agent becomes worse, a smaller likelihood of

punishment is needed to satisfy his incentive constraint. As previously discussed, lower likelihood
is better from the perspective of the principal and the agent because it maximizes the duration

of cooperation (i.e., the probability of transitioning to the cooperative phase tomorrow starting
38

A natural question concerns how our results change if g ( ) is not globally concave. It can be shown that in
this situation, the equilibrium is characterized as in the current model with a phase of cooperation and a phase
punishment with some intensity i . Moreover, if this value i is interior, then this above result is unchanged for
the neighborhood around i . Details available upon request.
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from the cooperative phase today is maximized). Therefore, the principal always chooses the
level of intensity that minimizes the likelihood of punishment. As stated in Proposition 4, this
level is i .
We can now interpret the value of i as de…ned in (9). Note that the principal’s objective
is to minimize the agent’s value under punishment, and he can do so by either changing the
intensity or the duration of intervention. On the margin, increasing intensity reduces the agent’s
continuation value by g 0 (i ) and costs the principal A. Alternatively, increasing the duration of
intervention by one period costs each player the di¤erence in ‡ow payo¤s between intervention
and non-intervention, so it costs the agent g (i )

and it costs the principal (

p

a(

)) +Ai .

Equation (9) shows that the optimal level of intensity used by the principal equalizes the marginal
gains relative to the marginal costs of these two strategies for punishing the agent.
The fact that i is positive relies on our assumption that g 0 (0) is su¢ ciently high. If g 0 (0)
were small, then one could construct environments in which i = 0 so that indirect control is
not sustained in the long run and the principal resorts to permanent direct control, as in Yared
(2010). Intuitively, the punishment to the agent is not su¢ ciently dire on the margin to warrant
its use by the principal. In this situation, the second part of Proposition 2 would not hold since
intervention is necessarily permanent once it is used. This highlights how it is the combination
of limited commitment by the principal together with the equilibrium use of costly interventions
which generates repeated equilibrium interventions.

5.3

Comparative Statics

In this section, we consider the e¤ect of three factors on the optimal intensity, likelihood, and
duration of intervention. First, we consider the e¤ect of a rise in the cost of e¤ort to the agent
( ), where this can occur for instance if it becomes more politically costly for the agent to
antagonize rival factions contributing to disturbances, or alternatively if he acquires a higher
preference for the realization of disturbances.39 Second, we consider the e¤ect of a decline in
the cost of intensity to the principal (A). Third, we consider the e¤ect of a rise in the cost
of disturbances to the principal ( ).40 The comparative statics are summarized in the below
proposition, where as a reminder, e
l (i ) and de(i ) de…ned in Section 5.2, correspond to the

likelihood and duration of intervention, respectively.41
Proposition 5 (comparative statics)
1. If the cost of e¤ ort
39

increases (decreases), then the intensity of intervention i increases
(decreases), the likelihood of intervention e
l (i ) increases (decreases), and the duration of

That is, holding all else …xed so that (s; ) and (s; 0) are unchanged.
One can also interpret this parameter as re‡ecting the preferences of the principal, so an increase in re‡ects
a transition to a principal who is less tolerant of disturbances.
41
Note that the values of l (i) and d (i) depend directly on parameters of the model such as , A, and . This
means that l (i ) and d (i ) can be a¤ected by , A, and in an independent manner from the e¤ect through the
change in i .
40
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intervention de(i ) decreases (increases), and

2. If the cost of intensity A decreases (increases) or if the cost of disturbances

increases

(decreases), then the intensity of intervention i increases and the likelihood of intervention
e
l (i ) decreases (increases).

This proposition states that all three changes increase the optimal intensity of intervention.
To see why intensity must rise, recall from Section 5.2 that the optimal level of intensity minimizes the agent’s value under punishment. Since higher levels of intensity are associated with a
shorter duration of punishment, the optimal level of intensity equalizes the marginal gain relative to the marginal cost to the principal of using either higher intensity or higher duration to
punish the agent.
Consider the …rst case where the cost of e¤ort for the agent rises. This means that following
punishment, the agent’s payo¤ from exerting high e¤ort is lower. Consequently, for a principal
seeking to minimize the agent’s continuation value of punishment, this means that the cost
of reducing duration relative to the bene…t of increasing intensity is diminished, so that higher
intensity becomes optimal. Now suppose that the cost of intensity declines as in the second case.
Then the principal increases intensity since it becomes more e¢ cient to use intensity relative to
duration in punishing the agent. Finally, suppose the cost of disturbances rises as in the third
case. In this situation, the cost to the principal of a longer duration of punishment is increased,
since the relative cost of not delegating to the agent rises. Consequently, the optimal policy is
to increase the intensity of intervention.
Even though all three changes increase the optimal intensity of intervention, only the …rst
also raises its likelihood. Speci…cally, if the cost of e¤ort to the agent rises, then incentives
are harder to provide for the agent, so that likelihood of intervention must rise following the
realization of large enough disturbances. In contrast, if the cost of intensity to the principal
declines or if the cost of disturbances to the principal rises, then higher intensity slackens the
agent’s incentive constraint. As a consequence, the principal can a¤ord to forgive him more
often without weakening incentives, and the likelihood of intervention declines.42
Now consider the e¤ect of these changes on the duration of intervention. While an increase
in the cost of e¤ort to the agent reduces the duration of intervention, the other two changes
have an ambiguous e¤ect on the duration of intervention. This ambiguity is driven by the fact
that the principal responds optimally to changes in the environment by increasing the level of
intensity in all cases.
To see this, consider the e¤ect of each of these factors absent any change in the level of intensity, where the ensuing hypothetical suboptimal equilibrium can be constructed as in Section
5.2. Suppose the cost of e¤ort to the agent rises but i does not change. In this circumstance, the
Note that if instead the cost of intensity were parameterized by some binding upper bound i00 on the level
of intensity, then the optimal contract would feature i = i00 . In this situation, the likelihood and duration of
intervention decrease if i00 increases, and this follows from the results in Proposition 4.
42
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implied likelihood of intervention rises and the implied duration of punishment declines. This is
because it becomes more di¢ cult to provide incentives to the agent to exert high e¤ort, so that
the likelihood of intervention rises, reducing the value of cooperation for the principal. Because
the principal puts lower value on cooperation, the duration of intervention must decline so as to
provide the principal with enough inducement to exert the same level of intensity. Now take into
account the fact that the principal increases the level of intensity so as to mitigate the rise in
the likelihood of intervention. Again, this increase in the intensity of intervention must entail an
even further decline in the duration of intervention so as to preserve the incentives for the principal to intervene. This explains why in this case, the duration of intervention unambiguously
declines.
Finally, consider the e¤ect on duration of a decrease in the cost of intensity to the principal
or an increase in the cost of disturbances to the principal absent any change in i. In this
circumstance, the implied likelihood of intervention declines and implied duration of intervention
rises. This is because it becomes easier to provide incentives to the principal to use force (i.e.,
either the cost of force is lower or the marginal bene…t of resuming cooperation rises). Since
incentives to the principal are easier to provide but i is …xed, the duration of intervention
can rise.43 Now take into account the fact that the principal responds to the change in the
environment by increasing the level of intensity. This increase in the intensity of intervention
puts downward pressure on duration of intervention so as to preserve the incentives for the
principal to intervene. Which of these forces on the duration dominates is ambiguous and
depends on the exact value of parameters as well as the functional forms of g ( ) and

( ) which

ultimately determine how much i changes in response to changes in the environment.44

5.4

Distortions from Limited Commitment

We have shown that limited commitment on the side of the principal implies the presence
of repeated equilibrium interventions. In contrast, a principal with full commitment power
would prefer to intervene permanently. Therefore, it is clear that both the principal and the
agent could be made strictly better o¤ if the principal could commit to his actions. Intuitively,
the principal’s ability to commit to an extreme punishment for the agent slackens the agent’s
incentive compatibility constraint, making it possible to delay costly interventions.45
To get a sense of how the principal’s ability to commit to permanent intervention raises
e¢ ciency, consider the system of equations represented by (10)
43

(16) where we replace (16)

Formally, this is equivalent to stating that d (i) is decreasing in A and increasing in for each given i.
As an aside, note that a natural question concerns how these changes in the environment a¤ect the continuation
values to the principal and to the agent during the cooperative phase, J (i ) and U (i ), respectively. It can be
shown that an increase in reduces both of these, that a decrease in A raises both of these, and that an increase
in decreases J (i ) but raises U (i ). Details available upon request.
45
A similar intuition holds regarding how the principal rewards the agent by allowing periods of non-intervention
and low e¤ort. Since a principal with commitment can do this permanently, this also slackens the agent’s incentive
compatibility constraint.
44
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with
J (U (i)) = J

.

(18)

0 parameterizes the strength of the principal’s commitment, since, the higher is

, the

lower is the principal’s min-max, and the more slack is the principal’s incentive compatibility
constraint. It can be shown that for a given

which is not too large, an analogous result to

Proposition 4 holds, so that the same tradeo¤s apply in the determination of the optimal level
of intensity.46 Moreover, given these tradeo¤s, the same value of i emerges as the value which
minimizes the continuation value of punishment to the agent and minimizes the likelihood of
intervention. This is because equation (9) makes clear that i is chosen so that the principal
equalizes the marginal gains relative to the marginal costs of using higher intensity versus higher
duration of intervention in punishing the agent. These considerations are not a¤ected by the
value of

.

Given (10)

(15) and (18), as

rises, the principal is able to intervene for longer under i

so that the duration of punishment rises. Therefore, the continuation value under punishment
for the agent decreases. Satisfaction of the incentive constraint for the agent means that the
likelihood of punishment during cooperation declines, and this means that the continuation value
to the principal and to the agent under cooperation rises. Eventually,

rises to a point where

duration equals 1 so that the principal and the agent receive a continuation value associated
with permanent intervention during the punishment phase. In this situation, the continuation
values to the principal and to the agent during the cooperative phase are maximized and are
much higher relative to the case of no commitment since the principal can essentially commit
to a permanent intervention.
A natural question concerns how the level of intensity under lack of commitment compares
to that under full commitment. We can show that a principal who can fully commit always
chooses a level of intensity at least as high as a principal constrained by limited commitment.
Lemma 1 Under full commitment, the principal chooses a level of intensity at least as high as
i .
Recall that the level of i de…ned in (9) equalizes the marginal gain relative to the marginal
cost to the principal of using either higher intensity or higher duration to punish the agent. By
Proposition 1, the principal with full commitment intervenes permanently. Intervening permanently with a level of intensity below i is ine¢ cient since it is dominated by intervening with i
for some limited duration, where this follows from (9). Hence, a principal with full commitment
never intervenes with intensity below i . In contrast, a principal with full commitment power
could choose a level of intensity above i , even though this is strictly dominated for a principal
without the ability to commit. This is because such a level of intensity could only possibly be
46

It is nevertheless no longer necessarily true that the implied duration and likelihood of intervention are
between 0 and 1 for i i . The value of
cannot be so high that the duration is larger than 1.
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e¢ cient if applied permanently.47
Note that as the agent becomes more patient, the same future threat of punishment will
more easily induce e¤ort. One may conjecture that this implies that the distortions due to
the principal’s inability to commit to a permanent intervention are reduced as players become
su¢ ciently patient. This is stated formally in the following proposition.
Proposition 6 (high discount factor) As

approaches 1,

1. The principal’s and agent’s ‡ow payo¤ s under punishment, J (i ) (1

) and U (i ) (1

),

remain constant, and
2. The principal’s and the agent’s ‡ow payo¤ s under cooperation, J (i ) (1
increase and approach

a(

)

and

) and U (i ) (1

, respectively.

Proposition 6 follows from the fact for a given di¤erence in ‡ow payo¤ between cooperation
and punishment (i.e., holding U (i )

U (i ) (1

) …xed), an increase in

increases the left

hand side of (13). Hence, it is possible to provide incentives while forgiving the agent more often
(i.e., increasing se (i )). Since intervention takes place with lower likelihood, this increases the

‡ow payo¤ from cooperation for both the principal and the agent. In the limit, se (i ) approaches

s so that intervention almost never happens and the principal and the agent receive a ‡ow payo¤
from cooperation equal to the value associated with permanent high e¤ort by the agent.48

Note that while the ‡ow payo¤ under cooperation increases with the discount factor, the
same is not true of the ‡ow payo¤ under punishment. This is because the principal’s ‡ow payo¤
is …xed at J (1

) from (16), which means that the ‡ow payo¤ to the agent under punishment

cannot change either.49

6

Extensions

Note that our simple benchmark model ignores two additional issues. First, as we mentioned, it
ignores the possibility that the principal can reward the agent for reducing disturbances using
either temporary transfers or permanent concessions. Second, it ignores the possibility that the
principal can replace the agent. These issues are discussed in the below two extensions which
show that our main conclusions are unchanged.50
47

In other words, if the level of intensity exceeds i , then it is not possible to decrease intensity while increasing
duration, since duration is already at the maximum.
48
This relies on se (i ) approaching s su¢ ciently quickly, which is guaranteed by the asymptotic informativeness
of st implied by limst !s s (st ; 0) = s (st ; ) = 1.
49
It is nonetheless true that the duration of punishment de(i ) approaches 1, though this e¤ect is counterbalanced
by an increase in the continuation value under cooperation, and this keeps U (i ) (1
) una¤ected by .
50
Due to space restrictions, we describe these results informally, but more details are available upon request.
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6.1
6.1.1

Temporary Transfers and Permanent Concessions
Temporary Transfers

Our benchmark model ignores the presence of transfers from the principal to the agent which
are standard in principal-agent relationships. A natural question concerns when a government
should use transfers and when a government should use interventions in providing the right
incentives for the agent.
Consider an extension of our model where if the principal does not intervene at t (ft = 0),
he chooses a transfer

t

0 which he makes to the agent prior to the choice of e¤ort by the

agent. Thus, conditional on ft = 0, the payo¤ to the principal at t is
to the agent is

t

et . As in the benchmark model, the value of

t

t

st

and the payo¤

chosen by the principal can

depend on the entire public history of the game.
We …nd that the e¢ cient sequential equilibrium of this extended model has the following
properties. First, the prospect of future transfers serves as a reward for the successful avoidance
of large disturbances.51 Second, the use of intervention continues to serve as a punishment for
large disturbances. Moreover, transfers are never used during intervention since the principal
would like to make the agent su¤er as much as possible. Therefore, if a su¢ cient number of
large disturbances occur along the equilibrium path, then intervention occurs exactly as in the
benchmark model, and all of our results regarding the dynamics of intervention are completely
unchanged.
The main di¤erence between the benchmark model and the extended model is that under
some conditions, the …rst part of Proposition 2 does not hold. In this case, the extended
model admits a second long run equilibrium in which intervention is not used.52 In this long
run equilibrium, the principal does not use intervention, and he only uses transfers to provide
incentives. More speci…cally, the long run equilibrium features a transfer phase in which the
principal pays the agent and a no-transfer phase in which the principal does not pay the agent.
In both phases, the principal requests high e¤ort from the agent. The realization of a small
enough disturbance leads to a probabilistic exit from the no-transfer phase and the realization
of a large enough disturbance leads to a probabilistic exit from the transfer phase.
Thus, the equilibrium of the extended model can feature history-dependence in the long run
contract. On the one hand, the absence of large disturbances along the equilibrium path can
lead to an equilibrium which features no intervention and repeated transfers.53 On the other
hand, too many large disturbances along the equilibrium path can lead to an equilibrium which
features no transfers and repeated intervention as in our benchmark model.
51

This is of course assuming that transfering resources is cheaper for the principal relative to allowing low e¤ort
by the agent.
52
This requires the discount factor to be su¢ ciently high so as to guarantee the existence of a trigger-strategy
equilibrium in which transfers induces high e¤ort. Absent this condition, the unique long run equilibrium is the
one we have previously described with repeated intervention.
53
This is also the case if the initial condition U0 is chosen to be su¢ ciently high.
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As an aside, note that the equilibrium realization of interventions in this environment requires
the existence of a lower bound on the transfer to the agent

t.

To see why, suppose that transfers

were unbounded from below (i.e., the agent can transfer an arbitrarily large amount of resources
to the principal). In this situation, the principal could induce permanent high e¤ort by the
agent without any intervention by requesting higher and higher payments from the agent as a
punishment for the realization of large disturbances. Importantly, these payments could become
arbitrarily high following some sequence of disturbances. The use of transfers here would always
dominate intervention as a form of punishment since intervention is costly for the principal
whereas payment by the agent is bene…cial to the principal. This highlights the fact that
interventions in our environment occur precisely because of the lower bound on the transfer that
the principal can make to the agent.
6.1.2

Permanent Concessions

A government may also provide incentives for the agent in the form of a permanent concession.
A natural question concerns how and when a government should provide such a concession.
Consider an extension of our benchmark model where if the principal does not intervene at t
(ft = 0), he can choose a permanent concession which we refer to as Ct = f0; 1g. If Ct = 0,

then no concession is made and the rest of the period proceeds as in our benchmark model.
In contrast, if Ct = 1, a permanent concession is made which ends the game and provides a
continuation value J C to the principal and U C to the agent starting from t. Such a concession
can come in the form of independence, land, or political representation, for instance, and we
assume that it satis…es the agent and ends all disturbances. Speci…cally, suppose that U C > 0,
so that it provides the agent with more utility than low e¤ort forever.
Clearly, if J C < J, then the principal cannot possibly be induced to make a concession
since he prefers permanent direct control. Therefore, the equilibrium would be exactly as the
one we have characterized. Conversely, if J C >

a(

) = (1

), then the e¢ cient equilibrium

involves no intervention since the concession provides a better payo¤ to the principal than the
best payo¤ under indirect control. In this case, the principal simply makes the concession
in period 0 and the game ends. We therefore consider the more interesting case in which
J C 2 (J;

a(

) = (1

)).

We …nd that the e¢ cient sequential equilibrium of this extended model has the following

properties. First, the provision of this concession serves as a reward for the successful avoidance
of large disturbances.54 Second, the use of intervention continues to serve as a punishment
for large disturbances. Therefore, if a su¢ cient number of large disturbances occur along the
equilibrium path, then intervention occurs. Alternatively, if su¢ ciently small disturbances
occur, then the principal makes a concession which ends all con‡ict so as to reward the agent
for good behavior.
54

This is because rewarding the agent by allowing low e¤ort is ine¢ cient for the principal as well as the agent.
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The equilibrium of the extended model thus admits two potential long run outcomes, one
with a permanent concession and the other which is analogous in structure to the one which we
considered. As in the extension in Section 6.1.1, the long run equilibrium depends the initial
point U0 and on the history of disturbances. All of our results regarding the long run equilibrium
under intervention are preserved with one di¤erence. The equilibrium is not quantitatively
identical to the one in the benchmark model. This is because the min-max for the principal
is now J C as opposed to J. In other words, the principal cannot experience a continuation
value below that which he can guarantee himself by making a concession to the agent. Given
our description of the equilibrium in Proposition 3, this implies that the agent’s continuation
value under punishment U (i ) must be higher in the extended model. Thus, the likelihood of
intervention is higher and its duration shorter because it is harder to provide incentives to the
principal and to the agent.55
As an aside, note that if the principal lacks commitment to concessions and if a concession
costs the principal J C (1

) in every period, then nothing changes as long as J C > J, since

in this case concessions can be enforced. If instead J C < J, then temporary concessions may
be featured along the equilibrium path, but the long run characterization of the equilibrium is
quantitatively identical as in our benchmark model.

6.2

Replacement

Our model additionally ignores the possibility that the principal can replace the agent with
another identical agent via assassination or demotion. A natural question concerns when a
government should use intervention and when a government should use replacement as a threat
to provide incentives to the agent.
To explore this question, suppose that at the beginning of every period, the principal can
replace the agent, where replacement provides the departing agent with a continuation value
U R , where for simplicity we assume that U R is strictly below U in the equilibrium which does
not allow for replacement. Replacement entails an exogenous cost

0 borne by the principal,

capturing the cost of removal of the incumbent or training of a replacement agent.56 Our
benchmark model is embedded in this extended model for

su¢ ciently high. In that situation

replacement is very costly to the principal, and it is never chosen along the equilibrium path since
it is strictly dominated by direct control. Moreover, it is clear that if

= 0, then intervention is

never used as a form of punishment since it is strictly dominated by costless replacement. In this
situation, our extended model is analogous to the classical Ferejohn (1986) model of electoral
control, with the exception that we consider history-dependent strategies. More generally, one
55

This result is obtained under an analogous condition to Assumption 3, so that the implied likelihood and
duration of intervention are interior.
56
In this environment, we can ignore without any loss of generality the principal’s incentives to replace an
incumbent since this does not provide any additional welfare to the principal given that future agents are identical
to the incumbent. Speci…cally, any out of equilibrium removal of an incumbent can prompt all future agents to
punish the principal by exerting zero e¤ort forever.
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can show that there is a cuto¤ for the cost of replacement

below which replacement serves as

the unique form of punishment and above which intervention is the unique form of punishment.
Thus, our model coincides exactly to the case for which the cost

7

exceeds the cuto¤.

Historical Examples

This section brie‡y discusses three historical examples of indirect control. The purpose of
this section is to show that the basic elements of indirect control situations can be identi…ed
in real-life examples, and that behavior qualitatively conforms to the main predictions of the
e¢ cient equilibrium of the model. In the following examples we abstract from many details
of these historical episodes in order to bring to the fore the broad patterns of indirect control
and punishment expeditions. We discuss common themes across examples and some of the
limitations of our model in the light of the cases in the closing subsection.

7.1

Early Imperial Rome

Methods of indirect control have been historically often used by imperial powers. Here we consider the historical case of early imperial Rome, from Augustus to Nero, approximately from
20BC to 60AD to exemplify the origin, prevalence, uses, and characteristics of such arrangements. Afterwards, we look into more detail at the German frontier during this period, where
the cycle of indirect control, transgressions, and punishments is described through the lens of
our model.
During this period, the Empire consolidated the vast conquests made by Julius Caesar and
the late Republic. The most startling fact about the security system set up is that control over
this vast territory was ensured with a very limited amount of troops.57 The land borders of
this empire were very long: they followed the Rhine in northern Europe, cut across along the
Danubius to the Black Sea, and continued south in the Levant along not well-de…ned geographical
landmarks. The same lack of easily defensible positions was true in Northern Africa. These tens
of thousands of miles could not be e¤ectively defended by a static deployment of troops, and
indeed they were not. This task was outsourced to a vast array of client states and client tribes
that were in a situation of indirect control with respect to the imperial power.58
Two features of these client arrangements are noteworthy. First, they were extremely prevalent: From Mauretania in Africa, to Thrace in the Balkans, to dozens of small kingdoms in
Anatolia and the Levant (from Armenia to Judea and Nabatean Arabia). Even in the Italian
peninsula, two kingdoms ruled over the Celtic inhabitants of the valleys surrounding important
57

During most of the period the number of active legions was kept below thirty. A legion consisted of about
6,000 men. In addition, there were auxilia formed by non-citizens that Tacitus puts at roughly the same number
(Annals, IV). This adds up to no more than 350,000 troops. See also Syme (1933) and the modern treatment of
Keppie (1996) for an overview of the army and navy of the Roman Empire during this period.
58
See Luttwak (1976) for the original description of this strategic position. Sidebottom (2007) provides an
extended analysis of clients and their relationship with the central Roman power.
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trade routes (Alpes Cottiae and Alpes Maritimae). Second, these arrangements straddled a wide
spectrum of relationships between the Roman overlords and the local rulers and peoples. At one
extreme, local kings were considered little more than appointed o¢ cials. At the other extreme,
the kingdoms or tribes kept most of their sovereignty and had to be actively courted, incentivized
or coerced. This was particularly true of tribal clients across the Rhine who ultimately had the
option of moving away to avoid Roman interference.59 In fact, some of these tribal clients were
formed by former or current enemies that were kept in line with a combination of payments and
threats of force.60
The main task that the Romans wanted the clients to perform was to keep internal and external security. Good clients would perform these tasks very e¢ ciently and this way save Roman
manpower that could be deployed elsewhere. A good example is King Herod of Judea. During
his reign no Roman troop was deployed in an area that would become later on troublesome and
need the presence of up to three legions. These savings on the direct use of Roman troops were
what ultimately allowed control over such large tracts of land, and protection of long borders.
Indeed, the Roman Legions were o¤ensive strike forces that were not designed for defensive
warfare. Rather, they were the ultimate coercive tool that the Emperor could deploy in order
to force clients to perform their security duties. The fact that the legions were mostly used as a
latent threat, meant that a single legion could simultaneously give incentives to many rulers.61
How often the threat of force needed to be realized depended on the internal structure of the
clients. In the East, dynastic rulers were very familiar with the power that Rome could deploy,
and tended to be well-organized internally. As a consequence, interventions were only necessary
when dynastic rivalries or succession struggles threatened stability.62 Also, in this case, rewards
to good rulers tended to be of a personal nature–territorial or monetary–and punishments also
typically took the form of personal demotion. In contrast, tribal leaders of the West had loose
structures of control so the threat of force had to be applied more often and punishment had to
be widely applied to tribal populations. Nonetheless, the Romans did their best to keep their
relationships with a few noble families, arguably to provide stronger dynamic incentives.63 Since
the relationship with the Germanic tribes of the West is closer to the focus of the model, the
next subsection analyzes it is greater detail.
The Case of Germania
After the conquest of Gallia, Julius Caesar had to face the fact that Germanic tribes had
been drifting West across the Rhine and pillaging the inhabitants of the newly conquered Roman
provinces for generations. He crossed the Rhine twice (55BC and 53BC) to punish tribes that
59

This is what the Marcomanni under King Maroboduus did in the last decade BC. See Dobiáš (1960).
The examples of the Cherusci and Batavi Germanic tribes appear in Tacitus’Germania and the Annals.
61
"Sometimes dependent and therefore obedient, and sometimes hostile, client tribes and tribal kingdoms
required constant management with the full range of Roman diplomatic techniques, from subsidies to punitive
warfare." (Luttwak, 1976, p.36). See also Sidebottom (2007), Millar (1993), and Richardson (1991).
62
An example are the interventions required in Judea after Herod’s succession problems with his sons (see
Josephus, 1959).
63
See, for instance, the example of the family of Arminius in the next subsection.
60
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had looted territories West of the river.64 He conquered and stabilized the left bank of the Rhine
and the frontier was afterwards maintained with this system of punitive expeditions.
Under Augustus, this situation changed in 12BC when Drusus crossed the Rhine in force
to conquer and pacify the land between the Rhine and the Elbe. After a series of battles
he decisively weakened Germanic resistance. He was succeeded in this e¤ort by his brother
(and future Emperor) Tiberius. By 6BC the area between the two rivers was considered under
control, although restless, and several relationships were established with the tribes present.65
The Roman presence, in any case, was very scarce, so the relationship is better understood as
one of indirect control.
This situation of indirect control was punctuated by the “Varian disaster.” In 9AD three
full legions under the command of Quinctilius Varus were ambushed and destroyed in a large
uprising of the Cherusci commanded by Arminius. Arminius was a noble of the tribe that had
been elevated to Roman citizenship. He thus was e¤ectively supposed to be an agent of Roman
control who clearly failed to exert e¤ort in keeping the peace.
In the model, this uprising is an example of a very high st realization, which requires punishment. The punishment took the form of an extremely brutal two-year campaign in 14-16AD
commanded by Germanicus.66 Interestingly, in 16AD emperor Tiberius recalled Germanicus
from the front thus halting the punishment expedition. He explicitly stated that he considered
diplomacy better than war in obtaining cooperation:
"He himself had been sent nine times to Germania by the dei…ed Augustus; and
he had e¤ected more by policy than by force. Policy had procured the Sugambrian
surrender; policy had bound the Suebi and King Maroboduus to keep the peace."
(Annals II.26).
With this decision the situation of indirect control was restored with the Empire’s frontier
on the Rhine, and with the understanding with several tribes across the river that they would
be held responsible if raids were launched into Roman territory from their lands. This conforms,
in the optimal equilibrium of the model, to a return to the long term phase of cooperation
after a long phase of punishment. These cycles, somewhat attenuated, continued. Cross-Rhine
Germanic raids followed by Roman punitive expeditions are documented in 21AD, 42AD and
64

"The German war being …nished, Caesar thought it expedient for him to cross the Rhine, for many reasons; of
which this was the most weighty, that, since he saw the Germans were so easily urged to go into Gaul, he desired
they should have their fears for their own territories, when they discovered that the army of the Roman people
both could and dared pass the Rhine. There was added also, that portion of the cavalry of the Usipetesand the
Tenchtheri, which I have above related to have crossed the Meuse for the purpose of plundering and procuring
forage, and was not present at the engagement, had betaken themselves, after the retreat of their countrymen,
across the Rhine into the territories of the Sigambri, and united themselves to them." (De Bello Gallico IV.16)
This paragraph shows that the purpose of these expeditions was to punish past transgressions and to show that
further future punishment was possible.
65
"The Gallo-German nobility on both sides of the Rhine, whose allegiance Rome as the occupying power
sought to secure through individual grants of citizenship and absorption into the ranks of equites, was a pillar of
Romanization." (Rüger, 1996, p.528)
66
See Shotter (1992).
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50AD.67 However, the underlying continuity of indirect control is exempli…ed by the fact that a
nephew of Arminius himself was elevated by the Romans as King of the Cherusci.68

7.2

Israel in the Palestinian Territories

In this section, we consider the historical example of Israeli policy in the Palestinian Territories
following the Oslo Accords of 1993. This set of agreements put Israel and the Palestinian
Authority (PA) in an explicit relationship of indirect control.69 More speci…cally, under this
arrangement, Israel would free areas from military occupation in exchange for the PA’s agreement
to exert the highest e¤ort in minimizing terrorist attacks against Israel from these areas.70
As predicted by the model, the PA was expected to exert the needed e¤ort, but asymmetric
information prevented full trust. While the extent to which the PA consistently exerted e¤ort is
obviously unknown, there are many instances in which visible actions were taken. For example,
1,200 suspected Islamists were arrested, the Islamic University and some thirty Hamas institutions were raided, and the Gaza mosques were put under PA control following a string of suicide
bombings in Tel Aviv and Jerusalem in 1996. There are other examples of such crackdowns, and
also rumors that the PA cooperated with the Israeli Defense Forces by providing information on
the location of Hamas and Islamic Jihad activists throughout the 1990s.71 These crackdowns
were at times important enough to create a rift within Palestinian society, and to receive praise
from Israeli and US o¢ cials.72 Nevertheless, the actual extent of PA cooperation was unclear
throughout the period.73
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See Rüger (1996) and Annals XIII.56.
See Luttwak (1976).
69
Jamal (2005) writes: "This policy of strict control over all realms of life continued until the establishment of
the PA in 1994; then the occupied territories were divided into three areas with di¤erent legal status, and Israeli
control of the West Bank and Gaza Strip was transformed from direct to indirect" (p. 29). See also Kristianasen
(1999) and Said (2000).
70
Beinin (2006) writes: "Rabin initially saw the Declaration of Principles as a security arrangement. Shortly
before its approval he explained:
68

I prefer the Palestinians to cope with the problem of enforcing order in Gaza. The Palestinians
will be better at it than we because they will allow no appeals to the Supreme Court and will prevent
the Association for Civil Rights from criticizing conditions there by denying it access to the area."
(p. 29)
See also Said (1995).
In the interim agreement on the West Bank and Gaza reached in 1995 (known either as Oslo II or Taba Accords)
it is explicitly stated: "Except for the Palestinian Police and the Israeli military forces, no other armed forces
shall be established or operate in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip." The PA was thus charged with uprooting
armed factions. These security guarantees were even more explicit in the Wye River Memorandum of 1998, where
the PA was again required to outlaw and combat terrorist organizations.
71
See Kristianasen (1999).
72
In a New York Times article, Ibrahim (1994) reports "In Gaza and increasingly in the West Bank, Palestinians
who once regarded Israel as the sole enemy have come to see the Palestine Liberation Organization and its
chairman, Mr. Arafat, as another enemy.“ Also, in a later article, Sciolino (1995), reports “Mr. Christopher–
Secretary of State of the United States–said Mr. Arafat had made a "100 percent" commitment to bring terrorists
to justice.” Finally, Greenberg (1996) reports Peres saying: “No doubt the Palestinian Authority has prevented a
few cases of in…ltration into Israel.”
73
Newspapers reported rumors that “After a terrorist attack against Israel, the Palestinian police arrest Islamic
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Up to 1996, Israel followed a policy of carrot and stick to encourage PA e¤ort. In response
to terrorist attacks, further steps in the development of the Oslo accords would be frozen.74
However, progress in agreement implementation would resume and further concessions would
be granted following the absence of attacks.75 In the context of our model, this is consistent
with the transitory period in the optimal equilibrium where incentives are provided without the
actual use of punishment.
This two-pronged approach came to a halt in mid-1996, with the arrival in power of Netanyahu, who defeated Peres by pointing out that the peace process had not stopped terrorist
attacks.76 While our model cannot possibly capture the intricacies of the electoral contest in Israel, the outcome of the election and the subsequent absence of further concessions is consistent
with the path of play reaching the long term equilibrium in our model.77 From 1996 onwards
there was a steady increase in Israeli military intensity and temporary punitive measures, such
as curfews, house demolitions, and assassinations. This rise culminated in the restoration of
military control over the entirety of the West Bank in 2002, as a belated response to the explosion of the second intifada and the subsequent increase in terrorist attacks, which can be seen as
a large realization of st .78 The punishment dimension of this intervention is sometimes openly
discussed.79
Our comparative statics from section 5.3 suggest that the model may guide us in understanding this steady increase in intensity.80 More speci…cally, there are three parameter changes
which can result in such outcome. First, and most obvious, the model predicts that an increase
in intensity follows an increase in

, the cost to Israel of a Palestinian attack. The increasing

use of suicide bombings by Hamas and Islamic Jihad throughout the 1990s might thus explain
fundamentalists, who are quietly released a few weeks later” (Halevi, 1996).
74
For instance, Greenberg (1996) reports “Mr. Peres had suspended contacts with the Palestinians and delayed
an army withdrawal from most of Hebron after the suicide attacks, demanding that Mr. Arafat crack down on
Islamic militants.”
75
For instance, Peres took steps to limit the expansion of settlements in the West Bank and organised the …rst
Presidential and legislative elections in Palestinian history in the West Bank. See Quray (2008, p. 12). Also,
after the Palestine National Council amended clauses of the Charter of the PLO that called for the destruction
of Israel, the election platform approved by the Labour Party did not rule out anymore a Palestinian state.
76
As Quray (2008, p. 12) describes it, Peres lost the election after “a series of suicide bombings by Palestinian
Islamist groups in February and March 1996 fatally undermined his authority.”
77
While dialogue and bargaining o¢ cially continued, few further concessions were actually implemented. According to Quray (2008), when Netanyahu left o¢ ce in 1999, “the peace process [was] almost extinct.”
78
According to Enderlin (2006, p.8) there was a change in approach: “Individual soldiers allowed themselves to
react more spontaneously. They no longer feared being the target of an inquiry by the military policy each time a
Palestinian civilian was killed. Beginning in November 2000, the IDF o¢ cially designated the intifada an "armed
con‡ict: combat against terrorist groups". New procedures were put in place. The military police no longer
immediately investigated the circumstances of a civilian death.” According to this source, of the 3,185 civilian
deaths which occurred between September 2000 and June 2005, only 131 were investigated and 18 resulted in
indictments.
79
In Enderlin (2006, p. 36) Gal Hirsh–IDF military–is quoted saying that “The operations of the Israeli army
aimed to demonstrate to the Palestinian Authority that it would pay the price for its support of terrorism.”Also,
in p. 12 Lieutenant General Yaalon says “It is of the utmost importance that the war conclude on the a¢ rmation
of a principle, which is that the Palestinians realize that violence does not pay.”
80
This is the case subject to the caveat that our model only allows us to compare across steady states and does
not shed light on the transition path from one steady state to another.
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the rise in the Israeli use of force. Moreover, following Ariel Sharon’s visit to the Temple Mount
in September 28, 2000, there was a dramatic increase in the number of terrorist attacks as part
of the al-Aqsa intifada.81 Such increase in the deadliness and frequency of terrorist attacks is
therefore in line with the rise in Israel’s intensity of intervention.82
Second, the model predicts that an increase in , the cost to the agent of limiting disturbances, is also associated with an increase in the intensity of intervention. This cost can increase
due to a loss of legitimacy of the agent, or due to an increased preference for attacks by the
agent (or the population he is representing). These two forces were present in the Palestinian
territories. The perception that Israel was not keeping up its side of the bargain, mostly due to
the growth in settler population, together with the rampant corruption in the PA administration
both increased the popularity enjoyed by Hamas, and with it the support for terrorist activities.
In December 1995, 77.9% of Palestinians supported the peace process, but such support steadily
declined and was only 44.1% in December 1999.83
Finally, the model also predicts an increase in intensity if there is a reduction in the marginal cost of violence, A. After 9/11 international public opinion and in particular American
opinion became more tolerant of heavy handed action against terrorism.84 To the extent that
international rebuke is a large component of A, such changes in attitudes may have contributed
to the rise in military intensity by Israel. In sum, the increase in intensity in the cycles of military intervention from 1996 onward is consistent with the changes observed in three exogenous
variables in the light of the model.85

7.3

Chechen Wars

Indirect control can also be observed in the current relationships between Russia and Chechnya.
In the aftermath of the dissolution of the USSR, Russia faced the need to establish new relationships with all the territorial elements within its borders. This was eventually achieved with
all regions except Chechnya. This territory unilaterally declared independence in late 1990, and
by 1991 was organizing under the leadership of Dzhokhar Dudaev, who emerged victorious in
a series of internal struggles. While the Russian state did not accept this new situation, it did
not immediately intervene. Thanks to this ambiguous situation, Chechnya became a “free economic zone”where smugglers, arms traders, oil thieves, hijackers and tax evaders found a haven
81

See Hammami and Tamari (2006).
See Baliga and Sjöström (2009) for an interesting model of provocateurs that incite escalation.
83
Data from the Jerusalem Media and Communication Center, as cited in Jamal (2005, p. 151). On the steady
erosion of PA popularity leading to the outbreak of the second intifada, see also Hammami and Tamari (2001).
84
When asked in a Time/CNN survey days after the attacks, 41% reported feeling less favorable toward Palestinians as a result of 9/11, and just 3% felt more favorable. This information is available at http://www.americansworld.org/digest/regional_issues/IsraelPalestinians/viewIsrPal.cfm
85
As a caveat, we cannot claim that Israel’s use of military intervention was itself optimal or that its intensity
was optimally chosen. To make such statements one would have to argue that the conditions outlined in the
previous subsection (including whether a su¢ cient number of large disturbances ocurred before intervention, and
whether the use of positive incentives such as territorial concessions was contemplated and used) were satis…ed.
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and markets.86 In addition to these negative externalities, Russian authorities were concerned
that this de facto independence could in‡uence other regions.87 To try to solve these problems
Russia tried to replace Dudaev with a more amenable proxy by giving progressively more direct
support to the Chechen opposition, who was responsible for at least three attempts to militarily
overthrow Dudaev.88 These operations failed and as a consequence in 1994 the Russian army
invaded Chechnya.
This invasion developed into a full-‡edged war that lasted until 1996, at great cost to both
the Chechen population and the Russian military. About 50,000 Chechens are estimated to have
died during this con‡ict, mostly as a consequence of aerial bombing that reduced the main cities
to rubble.89 While some in the Russian military were prepared to continue the intervention, in
the Khasavyurt agreements of 1996 Russia accepted the local authority of Aslan Maskhadov,
Dudaev successor, and withdrew the army.90 In these accords the decision over the …nal status
of Chechnya was deferred for 5 years during which Chechnya was supposed to remain part of a
“common economic space.”91
This new status failed to satisfy Chechen radicals such as Basaev, Raduev, and other Islamists, who started a destabilizing campaign of violence both inside Chechnya and in Russia
proper. For example, in 1997 there were bomb attacks in Armavir and Nalchik (ordered by
Raduev) and two British citizens were kidnapped to boycott oil agreements between BP, Russia, and Chechnya.92 However, Russia did not intervene directly to answer these attacks. Instead
it put pressure on Maskhadov who was thus forced to confront the radicals.93 Hence, in the
light of our model, Russia used Maskhadov as an agent to indirectly control Chechen terrorists
for about three years.94
This indirect control situation came to a head in August 1999, when the Islamic militias
of Basaev and Khattab invaded neighboring Daguestan from their bases in Chechnya, at the
same time that terrorist attacks took place in Moscow and several other cities. This can be
interpreted as a very large realization of st , which demands punishment. The Russian army
defeated the insurgents in Daguestan and proceeded to attack Chechnya proper while Putin
gave an ultimatum to Maskhadov “to arrest those responsible for the invasion of Daguestan or
86

For a description of the situation and its negative consequences, see Gall and de Waal (1997).
See, for instance, Evangelista (2002, p. 86).
88
See Hughes (2001, p. 30).
89
In addition, there are extensive reports of widespread use of torture and arbitrary detentions and executions
in …ltration camps (See for instance Gall and de Waal, 1997, Evangelista, 2001 and Wood, 2007)
90
For a sign that some in the military were willing to continue the …ght, note that General Pulikovsky was
announcing a renewed o¤ensive over Grozny only days before the signing of the accords (See Wood, 2007, p. 75).
91
See Hughes (2001, p. 32) for a description of the accords.
92
See Evangelista (2002, p. 52).
93
For example, several days of …ghting took place in 1998 between government forces and Islamic paramilitary
units in Gudermes (see Wood, 2007, p. 91). Also, a warrant to detain Raduev was issued in 1997 after he claimed
credit for bomb attacks in Russia (Evangelista, 2001, p. 52).
94
Interestingly, some Russian politicians such as Lebed, signatory of the Khasavyurt Accords, criticize Yeltsin
on the basis that he was not giving enough support to Maskhadov (See Evangelista, 2001, p. 57).
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face further attacks.”95 Note that this ultimatum makes sense in the context of implicit indirect
control that had prevailed during the interwar years.
The attacks on Chechnya escalated into the second Chechen war. This war caused again very
heavy civilian casualties and destruction, to the point that some accused the Kremlin of “waging
a war against the Chechen people” (Trenin and Malashenko, 2004, p. 41).96 The objective of
this new war was quite obviously to install a new pro-Russian proxy ruler, Akhmad Kadyrov,
solidly in power. Kadyrov was appointed head of the Chechen administration in 2000 and had
expressed strong willingness to …ght the Islamist rebels.97
As Russian troops have gradually withdrawn from the region, the Kremlin has followed a
strategy of “Chechenization” which puts Chechnya again in a situation of indirect control with
Ramzan Kadyrov, the son of the assassinated Akhmad, in charge of controlling pro-independence
and Islamist forces.98

7.4

Summary and Further Extensions

In these three examples, we have discussed how the descriptive patterns in these con‡icts can
broadly conform to the setup and the characterized equilibrium of the model. These three
examples share three important features related to the setup and results of our model.
First, each situation corresponds to one of indirect control with some asymmetric information. More speci…cally, in all situations, agents have the capacity to facilitate or hinder
disturbances which cause discomfort to the principal. These agents are implicitly tasked to do
this by the principal and are held responsible if these disturbances occur. Along the equilibrium path, insofar as the observer can tell, agents are exerting e¤ort in thwarting disturbances.
However, uncertainty remains regarding whether this e¤ort is enough or is appropriate.
Second, each situation features the occasional use of military interventions by the principal.
More speci…cally, the principal is signi…cantly stronger militarily than the agent, and he utilizes
this asymmetry in order to provide incentives to the agent. Along the equilibrium path, the
principal forgives many transgressions during the transition to the cycle of repeated intervention.
Also, during this transition, the absence of disturbances can be rewarded with concessions.
However, military intervention eventually occurs after large disturbances (high st realizations).
Finally, all of the interventions are temporary, repeated, and are often deemed excessively
destructive by outside observers. After a period of punishment, the principal withdraws and
re-establishes the situation of indirect control. Our model explains these patterns by showing
that it is precisely because the interventions are excessive (i.e., statically ine¢ cient) that they
are temporary and repeated, since this is the only credible means for the principal of providing
incentives to the agent.
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See Evangelista (2002, p. 68).
There were 25,000 civilian casualties according to Amnesty International, 2007.
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See Politkovskaya (1999, p. 197).
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See Wood (2007) for a description of the current situation.
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This brief discussion of historical examples also highlights some of the limitations of the
model. One limitation is that the model analyzes a stationary environment and …nds that
indirect control is optimal. Hence the model can not explain how a situation of indirect control
is established or how this situation ends. Factors outside the model thus must be used to explain,
for instance, why the Oslo accords are signed in 1993 and not before, or after. Similarly, wars of
decolonization or the war of Eritrean independence are examples of abandonment of a situation
of indirect control that the model currently has di¢ culty …tting.99
A second related limitation is that the model characterizes a steady state with repeated
intervention in which the intensity, likelihood, and duration of intervention are …xed constants.
Obviously, in reality these change over time, and we observe the intensity of force rising and
declining through the course of an intervention or at di¤erent points in the cycle. This occurs in
part because many of the exogenous features of our environment–such as the level of e¤ort required by the agent to control disturbances–are also changing. A richer model would incorporate
these time varying features in the environment.
Third, as the Chechen case makes clear, not every potential agent seems equally amenable
to a relationship of indirect control. For this reason, principals often actively try to replace and
install particular agents as proxy rulers, and equilibrium replacement and interventions often
take place together in ways that di¤er from our extension in Section 6.2. The main reason these
phenomena do not occur in our model is because all agents are identical.
The limiting simple structure of our predictions is driven in large part by the fact that, in our
model, hidden information is one-sided and i.i.d. This is done in order to preserve the simple
repeated game structure of the model. In practice, hidden e¤ort by the agent in preventing
disturbances can often have a long-lasting e¤ects, and both the agent and the principal can have
persistent hidden information about their type. For instance, both the cost of high e¤ort by the
agent or the principal’s cost of intervening could be hidden information. One can conjecture
that in an environment which incorporates these features, interventions would not necessarily
take the simplistic two phase form that we have described, and the intensity, likelihood, and
duration of intervention would vary over time. Moreover, persistent hidden information on the
side of the agent would lead to an eventual motive for the principal to replace an agent who
is deemed an undesirable type, implying that both equilibrium interventions and replacement
could coexist. Finally, the process of learning about principal and agent types could potentially
also explain when and why indirect control situations are established and abandoned. Hence, we
hypothesize that adding some dimensions of persistent asymmetric information to the model can
generate more complex dynamics and expand further the explanatory power of the principalagent framework vis à vis relationships of indirect control.
99

Clearly, the pattern does not always conform to the extension in Section 6.1.2 where permanent concessions
are o¤ered in return for an extended period of good behavior.
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Conclusion

We have characterized the optimal use of repeated interventions in a model of indirect control.
Our explicit closed form solution highlights a fundamental tradeo¤ between the intensity and
duration of interventions. It also allows us to consider the separate e¤ects of a rise in the cost
of e¤ort to the agent, a fall in the cost of intensity to the principal, and a rise in the cost of
disturbances to the principal.
We have also discussed the setting of the model and its main predictions in the context of
three historical examples. Our model sheds new light on the forces behind the cycles of violence
and on other aspects of indirect control relationships. However, it also abstracts from a number
of potentially important issues, as our discussion of historical examples makes clear.
Our framework thus suggests several avenues for further research. First, in answering our
motivating questions, we have abstracted away from the static components of intervention and
the means by which a principal directly a¤ects the level of disturbances (i.e., we let

p

be

exogenous). Future work should also focus on the static features of optimal intervention and
consider how they interact with the dynamic features which we describe. Second, as noted in
the discussion of the historical examples, we have ignored the presence of persistent sources
of private information. For example, the agent’s cost of e¤ort could be unobservable to the
principal. Alternatively, the principal may have a private cost of using force. In this latter
scenario, a principal with a high cost of force may use more intensive force in order to pretend
to have a low cost and to provide better inducements to the agent. We have ignored the
presence of persistent hidden information not for realism but for convenience since it maintains
the common knowledge of preferences over continuation contracts and simpli…es the recursive
structure of the e¢ cient sequential equilibria. Understanding the interaction between persistent
and temporary hidden information is an important area for future research.
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Appendix A

10.1

Equilibrium De…nition

In this section we provide a formal equilibrium de…nition. We consider equilibria in which each
player conditions his strategy on past public information. Let h0t = z 1t ; f t
the history of public information at t after the realization of
history of public information at t after the realization of

zt2 .

1
t=0

for

where

p

1
t=0

ft h0t ; it h1t

=

and

a

=

et h1t

ft h0t 2 f0; 1g 8h0t , it h1t

0 8h1t , and et h1t = f0; g 8h1t .

tively, as Vj

jh1t

zt1 .100

Let

h1t

1 ; z 2t 1 ; it 1 ; st 1

=

h0t ; f t ; z 2t

De…ne a strategy
p

and

a

= f

,

, the
p;

ag

which are feasible if

Given , de…ne the expected continuation values for player j = fp; ag at h0t and h1t , respec-

following

h0t

jh0t

and

and Vj

h1t ,

respectively. Let

ation strategies for j after
De…nition 2

where

h0t

and

h1t ,

j jh0t

jh0t and
and

respectively.

jh1t correspond to continuation strategies

j jh1t

denote the entire set of feasible continu-

is a sequential equilibrium if it is feasible and if for j = p; a
Vj

jh0t

Vj

0
j jh0t ;

j jh0t

8

0
j jh0t

2

j jh0t

8h0t and

Vj

jh1t

Vj

0
j jh1t ;

j jh1t

8

0
j jh1t

2

j jh1t

8h1t .

In order to build a sequential equilibrium allocation which is generated by a particular
strategy, let qt0 = z 1t ; z 2t

1 ; st 1

and qt1 = z 1t ; z 2t ; st

1

, the exogenous equilibrium history

of public signals and states after the realizations of zt1 and zt2 , respectively. With some abuse of
notation, de…ne an equilibrium allocation as a function of the exogenous history:
= ft qt0 ; it qt1 ; et qt1
Let F denote the set of feasible allocations

1
.
t=0

(19)

with continuation allocations from t onward

which are measurable with respect to public information generated up to t. Moreover, with some
abuse of notation, let Vj

jqt0

and Vj

to player j following the realization of
necessary and su¢ cient conditions for

Vp

100

jqt1

correspond to the equilibrium continuation value

and qt1 , respectively. The following lemma provides

to be generated by sequential equilibrium strategies.

2 F is a sequential equilibrium allocation if and only if

Lemma 2

Va

qt0

jqt1

max

8
<
:

jqt0

J and Va

jqt0

U 8qt0 ,

jqt1
J 8qt1 s.t. ft qt0 = 1, and
n
o 9
+ E Va jqt+1
jqt1 ; et =
; =
0
n
o
8qt1 s.t. ft qt0 = 0
1
;
E Va jqt+1
jqt ; et = 0
0

Vp

Without loss of generality, we let it = 0 if ft = 0 and et = 0 if ft = 1. Moreover, we let st = 0 if ft = 1.
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(20)
(21)
(22)

for J =

p

= (1

) and some U

g (0) = (1

).

Proof. The necessity of (20) for j = p follows from the fact that the principal can choose
0
0
1
1 , and this delivers
fbt+k qt+k
= 1 8k
0 and 8qt+k
and bit+k qt+k
= 0 8k
0 and 8qt+k
continuation value J. The necessity of (20) for j = a follows from the fact that the agent can
1
choose ebt+k qt+k
= 0 8k

1 , and this delivers a continuation value no smaller
0 and 8qt+k

than some lower bound U below
that conditional on
bit+k q 1
t+k = 0 8k

ft qt0

g (0) = (1

). The necessity of (21) follows from the fact
0
0
= 1, the principal can choose fbt+k qt+k
= 1 8k > 0 and 8qt+k
and

1 , and this delivers continuation value
0 and 8qt+k

necessity of (22) follows from the fact that conditional on
choose

ebt qt1

6=

et qt1

ft qt0

p

+ J = J. The

= 0, the agent can unobservably

1 .
and follow the equilibrium strategy 8k > 0 and 8qt+k

For su¢ ciency, consider a feasible allocation which satis…es (20)

(22) and construct the

following o¤-equilibrium strategy. Any observable deviation by the principal results in a reversion to the repeated static Nash equilibrium. We only consider single period deviations since
< 1 and since continuation values are bounded. Conditional on qt0 , then a deviation by the
principal to fbt q 0 6= ft q 0 is weakly dominated by (20). Moreover, conditional on ft q 0 = 1,
t

t

t

a deviation by the principal at qt1 to bi qt1 6= i qt1 is weakly dominated by (21). If ft qt0 = 0,
then a deviation by the agent to ebt qt1 6= et qt1 is weakly dominated by (22).

10.2

Description of Generalized Problem

Given that we are interested in characterizing (1)

(8) as well as (1)

(8) which ignores (3),

(4), and (6), we provide in this section some results which apply to the following generalized
problem:
J (U ) = max Ez fz

Aiz + J UzF

p

+ (1

fz )

N
+ Es J Uz;s
jez

a (ez )

(23)
s.t.
U = Ez fz

g (iz ) + UzF + (1
Aiz + J UzF

p

Ez

a (ez )

Es

N
Uz;s
jez

J

N
+ Es J Uz;s
jez jz 1

=

Es

N
J UzF ; J Uz;s
N
UzF ; Uz;s

fz 2 [0; 1] , iz
The di¤erence between (1)

N
ez + Es Uz;s
jez

fz )

N
Uz;s
jez

=0

J

(24)
(25)

J
1

8z 1

ez 8z ; z

2

8z 1 ; z 2 ; s

U 8z 1 ; z 2 ; s

(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)

0, and ez = f0; g 8z 1 ; z 2 .

(30)

(8) and the above program is that (3), (4), and (6) have been

replaced with (25), (26), and (28), respectively, for some
our model corresponds to

8z 1 ; z 2

,

0. It is clear that in this situation,

= 0 and the case of full commitment by the principal allows
45

to be

arbitrarily high. We provide below results which apply to the solution for any
results in this section apply for any arbitrary
of all of the terms on

10.3

0. While all

0, we do not explicitly write the dependence

.

Technical Preliminaries

We establish a set of technical results which are all proved in Appendix B which are useful for
the proofs in the main text. De…ne the following functions
1
(s; 0)
, and
(s; )
(s; 0)
1=
(s; 0)
.
(s; )
(s; 0)

(s) =
! ( ; s) =

The following lemma highlights important properties of the functions
Lemma 3 Functions

(31)
(32)
(s) and ! ( ; s).

(s) and ! ( ; s) satisfy the following properties:

1. lims!0 (s) = 1 and lims!s (s) = ,
2.

0 (s)

< 0 8s 2 (0; s),

3. lims!0 ! ( ; s) = lims!s ! ( ; s) = 1,
4. There exists an increasing function sb ( ) 2 [0; s] which satis…es ! s ( ; s) < (>) 0 if s <
(>) sb ( ) for

5. lim

b(
!1 s

1=

(b
s( ); )
s( ); )
s (b

1=

(b
s ( ) ; 0)
= 0,
s ( ) ; 0)
s (b

(33)

) = s, and

6. ! ss ( ; s) > 0 if s > sb ( ).

The following lemma uses this characterization of (s) and ! ( ; s) to establish an implication
of Assumption 3. As a reminder, the exact threshold b 2 (0; 1) in Assumption 3 is de…ned in
Appendix B.

Lemma 4 If

> b , then

1. There exists s0 2 (b
s ( ) ; s) which satis…es
K=!

; s0

46

8K

g (0) , and

(34)

2. There exists s00 2 (b
s ( ) ; s) which satis…es
(

p

g (i )
a ( ))

s00

g (i )

(

+ Ai

p

> (g (i )

a(

)

))

(

+

p

=!
Ai
a ( ))

; s00

and

(35)
(36)

+ Ai

for i de…ned in (9).
Finally, we can write an important implication
of this lemma which ois useful for the characn
terization of the equilibrium. Let us de…ne U (i ) ; U (i ) ; se (i ) ; de(i ) as the solution to the
following system of equations for i de…ned in (9):

U (i ) (1

) = max

8
<
:

(

p

)=

U (i ) (1

)=

g (i ) +

Lemma 5 The solution to (37)
= 0.

10.4

p

a(

))

+

(1

))

g (i )

U (i ) (1

U (i ) =

if

(g (i )
)
((
a ( )) + Ai

1
(e
s (i ) ; 0)
,
(e
s (i ) ; )
(e
s (i ) ; 0)
1=
(e
s (i ) ; 0)
,
(e
s (i ) ; )
(e
s (i ) ; 0)

9
; =
;
;

(38)
(39)

se (i ) > sb ( ) , and
1

(37)

(40)

de(i ) U (i ) + de(i ) U (i ) .

(41)

(41) exists, is unique, and admits de(i ) 2 (0; 1] with de(i ) < 1

Characterization of Generalized Problem

In this section, we provide some useful lemmas for the characterization of the generalized problem. We provide some economic intuition for the lemmas, and the formal proofs are relegated
to Appendix B.
Let

represent the set of sequential equilibrium continuation values. As a reminder, U

corresponds to the lowest continuation value to the agent in this set. Furthermore, let
n
N
(U ) = fz (U ) ; iz (U ) ; ez (U ) ; UzF (U ) ; Uz;s
(U )

o

s2[0;s] z2Z

correspond to a solution to the generalized problem, where it is clear that such a solution need
not be unique.
Lemma 6
1.

and J (U ) satisfy the following properties:

is convex and compact so that J (U ) is weakly concave,and

47

2. J (U ) = max

Ai = (1

p

);J

.

Lemma 6 states that J (U ) is concave. In addition, it characterizes J (U ), the welfare to
the principal associated with providing the agent with the lowest credible continuation value.
For the case of full commitment by the principal (i.e.,

is arbitrarily large), it is the case

that the lowest continuation to the agent is associated with intervention with maximal intensity
forever so that the principal receives
the principal (i.e.,

p

Ai = (1

). In the case of no commitment by

= 0), the lowest continuation value to the agent is associated with the

principal receiving his min-max, which equals J, since any punishment for the agent below this
value could not be credibly in‡icted by the principal.
Lemma 7 Given i de…ned in (9), J (U ) satis…es
J (U )

J max (U )

(42)

where

J max (U ) =

for

8
>
>
<
>
>
:

p

(U ) (

p

Ag 1 ( U (1
))
1
Ai ) + (1
(U )) (
1

1. If U

g (i ) = (1

ez (U ) =

= (1

and

if U 2

(43)

(44)

),

N
and Uzs
(U ) 2 [ g (i ) = (1

g (i ) = (1

) )

), then

iz (U ) = i and UzF (U ) 2 [ g (i ) = (1
2. If U <

a(

g (i )
1
g (i )
;
1
1

U (1
)
.
+ g (i )

(U ) =
Lemma 8 If (42) binds for some U

if U

);

= (1

)] 8s if fz (U ) = 0, and

);

= (1

)] if fz (U ) = 1;

), then fz (U ) = 1 8z, iz (U ) = g

1(

U (1

)) and UzF (U ) = U ,

N (U ) = J max U N (U ) and J U F (U ) = J max U F (U ) 8s; z.
3. J Uzs
zs
z
z

Lemma 7 characterizes J max (U ) which represents the maximal feasible welfare the principal
could achieve conditional on providing the agent some continuation value below

= (1

),

which is the welfare associated with exerting high e¤ort forever. Lemma 8 describes the set of
actions and future continuation values which sustain a continuation value U if it is the case that
J (U ) = J max (U ) so that the principal is able to achieve the maximal welfare. More speci…cally,
if the continuation value to the agent U is between
48

g (i ) = (1

) and

= (1

), then

J (U ) = J max (U ) is linear and the highest continuation value to the principal is provided by
randomizing between intervention with intensity i and non-intervention with high e¤ort by the
agent in all periods. This implies that all continuation values chosen in the future are between
g (i ) = (1

) and

= (1

) and also yield the highest feasible welfare to the principal. In

this regard, the value of i corresponds to the level of intensity which maximizes the principal’s
welfare conditional on randomizing between intervention and non-intervention with high e¤ort
by the agent. For continuation values below

g (i ) = (1

), the principal intervenes forever

with some intensity which exceeds i .
Lemma 9 Given U (i ) and U (i ) de…ned in (37)
h
1
1. (42) binds for all U 2 J max
;
max J
2. (42) is a strict inequality for U 2 U (i ) ;

(41),
p

= (1

Ai = (1
) .

)

i
; U (i ) ,

This lemma states that it is the case that J (U ) = J max (U ) for the continuation values above
the minimum level and below some threshold U (i ) . The economics behind this lemma is that
the discount factor is su¢ ciently high that continuation values below U (i ) <

= (1

) can

be provided for the agent as e¢ ciently as possible. This is because the principal has su¢ cient
incentives to exert intensity weakly above i and the agent has su¢ cient incentives to exert
high e¤ort. Continuation values above U (i ) cannot be provided as e¢ ciently since the agent
requires inducement for providing high e¤ort which means that transitions to future periods
of intervention must occur with su¢ ciently high probability, which lowers today’s continuation
value for both the principal and the agent. This keeps U (i ) bounded away from

= (1

),

the continuation value associated with the agent exerting high e¤ort forever.
Lemma 10 U (i ) satis…es the following properties:
1. If U

U (i ), then fz (U ) = 0 8z, and

2. If U

N (U )
U (i ) and Uzs

U ((i )) for some s; z, then

N
N
Uzs
(U ) = U (i ) or Uzs
(U )

U (i ) .

(45)

The …rst part of Lemma 10 states that continuation values above U (i ) are associated with
zero probability of intervention today. The intuition for this is that if the agent is receiving
a su¢ ciently high continuation value, there is no need for the principal to intervene, since
intervention harms both the principal and the agent. The second part of Lemma 10 states
that if Ut

U (i ) and Ut+1

U (i ) , then Ut+1 2
=

U (i ) ; U (i ) . This argument is a

consequence of the MLRP property. To see a heuristic proof for this argument, suppose J (U )
is di¤erentiable everywhere, and that fz (U ) = 0 and ez (U ) =
so that it is independent of z. Let

N (U ) = U N (U )
8z with Uz;s
s

correspond to the Lagrange multiplier on constraint (24)
49

and let

represent the Lagrange multiplier on constraint (27) which is assumed to bind so
> 0. Suppose that it is the case that the solution admits UsN0 (U ) 2 U (i ) ; U (i )

that

and UsN00 (U ) 2 U (i ) ; U (i ) for some s0 6= s00 , so that the linearity of J (U ) in the range
U (i ) ; U (i ) implies that

J 0 UsN0 (U ) = J 0 UsN00 (U ) > 0.

(46)

First order conditions with respect to UsN (U ) yield
J 0 UsN0 (U ) +

+

1

0
s (s ; 0)
0
s (s ; )

= J 0 UsN00 (U ) +

but given (46), (47) violates the MLRP property since
it cannot be that

10.5
10.5.1

UsN

+

1

s (s; 0) = s (s;

00
s (s ; 0)
(s00 ; )

,

(47)

) is rising in s. Therefore,

(U ) 2 U (i ) ; U (i ) with any positive probability.

Proofs of Section 4
Proof of Proposition 1

To establish part 1, suppose by contradiction that Ut < 0 and that Pr fft+k = 1g = 0 8k

Consider the payo¤ to the agent from a feasible strategy of choosing et+k = 0 8k

Pr fft+k = 1g = 0 8k

0.

0. Since

0, the continuation value for the agent from following such a strategy is

0, making him strictly better o¤. Therefore, it is not possible for Ut < 0, which is a contradiction.
To establish parts 2 and 3, note that the full commitment solution corresponds to the solution

to the generalized problem for which

is arbitrarily large so that U (i ) =

g (i ) = (1

) for

U (i ) de…ned in (37). Note that if ft = 1, it must be that Ut < U (i ) by part 1 of Lemma 10.
Now consider the continuation value U0 which the agent receives in equilibrium starting from
t = 0. It must be that U0

U (i ) for U (i ) de…ned in (38) since if it were not the case, then

Lemmas 7 and 9 imply that it is possible to increase U0 while making both the principal and
the agent strictly better o¤ since J (U ) is upward sloping for U < U (i ). By part 2 of Lemma
10,
Pr Ut+k 2 U (i ) ; U (i ) jUt
which given that U0

U (i ) = 0 8k

U (i ) implies that Pr Ut 2 U (i ) ; U (i )

part 1 of Lemma 10 means that if ft = 1, then it must be that Ut
further imply that if ft = 1 and Ut

U (i ) then ft+k = 1 8k

Lemmas 8 and 9 also imply that if ft = 1 and Ut
which establishes part 3.
10.5.2

0,

= 0 8t. This together with

U (i ). Lemmas 8 and 9

0, which establishes part 2.

U (i ) then it+k = g

1(

Ut (1

)) 8k

0,

Proof of Corollary 1

To prove this corollary it is su¢ cient to prove that limt!1 Pr fUt 2 (U (i ) ; 0)g = 0. This is

because if Ut = 0, then the unique equilibrium given feasible payo¤s involves ft+k = et+k = 0
50

8k

0. If instead Ut

U (i ), then Lemmas 8 and 9 given that

ply that ft+k = 1 and it+k = g

1(

Ut (1

)) 8k

0.

is arbitrarily large im-

Now suppose by contradiction

that limt!1 Pr fUt 2 (U (i ) ; 0)g > 0. The proof of part 2 of Proposition 1 establishes that
Pr Ut 2 U (i ) ; U (i )

= 0 since U0

0. If this is true, then it must be that
lim Pr Ut+k

t!1

since Pr fUt+k0

U (i ) jUt+k

that limt!1 Pr Ut 2 U (i ) ; 0

U (i ). Therefore, it must be that limt!1 Pr Ut 2 U (i ) ; 0

U (i ) jUt 2 U (i ) ; 0

U (i )g = 1 8k 0

k

= 0 8k

0

0, which would thus contradict the fact

> 0. Analogous arguments imply that

lim Pr Ut+k = 0jUt 2 U (i ) ; 0

t!1

since Pr fUt+k0 = 0jUt+k = 0g = 1 8k 0

k

= 0 8k

0

0. Therefore,

Pr Ut+k 2 U (i ) ; 0 jUt 2 U (i ) ; 0

= 1 8k

0:

However, from part 1 of Lemma 10, this means that Pr ft+k = 0jUt 2 U (i ) ; 0

violating part 1 of Proposition 1. Therefore, limt!1 Pr fUt 2 (U (i ) ; 0)g = 0.

10.6

= 1 8k

0,

Proofs of Section 5.1

10.6.1

Proof of Proposition 2

Conditional Ut < 0, part 1 follows by the same arguments as in the proof of part 1 of Proposition
1. We are left to show that it is not possible for Ut

0. From feasibility, it is not possible that

Ut > 0. Suppose it were the case that Ut = 0. Then the unique solution given feasibility would
involve ft+k = et+k = 0 8k
at all dates is

a (0)

= (1

0. However, if this is true, then the principal’s continuation value
), which given Assumption 2 violates (6).

To prove parts 2 and 3, note that the case of limited commitment corresponds to a special
case of the generalized problem with

= 0. In this situation, U (i ) >

U (i ) de…ned in (37). By Lemmas 7 and 9, Ut
implies that J (U (i )) = J given

g (i ) = (1

) for

U (i ) 8t in order to satisfy (6) since (37)

= 0. Part 1 of Lemma 10 implies that if ft = 1, then

Ut < U (i ) for U (i ) de…ned in (38). Therefore, if ft = 1, it must be that Ut 2 U (i ) ; U (i ) .

Lemmas 8 and 9 imply that if ft = 1 and Ut 2 U (i ) ; U (i ) , then it = i , which proves part
3. To prove part 2, suppose by contradiction if it were the case that Pr fft+k = 1jft = 1g = 1

8k

0. This would imply given part 3 that Pr fit+k = i > 0jft = 1g = 1 8k

principal’s continuation value conditional on ft = 1 is (
(6).

51

p

Ai ) = (1

0, so that the

) < J, violating

>

10.6.2

Proof of Corollary 2

Part 1 of Proposition 2 together with Lemma 10 imply that Pr Ut

U (i ) for some t = 1.

The proof of parts 2 and 3 of Proposition 2 implies that
Pr Ut 2 U (i ) ; U (i ) jUt

U (i )

= 1:

Lemmas 8 and 9 imply that if Ut 2 U (i ) ; U (i ) , then J (Ut+k ) = J max (Ut+k ) for all k

0.

Therefore, from Lemma 8, this implies that

Pr Ut+k 2 U (i ) ; U (i ) jUt 2 U (i ) ; U (i )

= 1 8k

0:

This means that
lim Pr Ut 2 U (i ) ; U (i )

t!1

= 1.

(48)

From Lemmas 8 and 9, this means that in the long run, it is the case that either ft = 1 and
it = i or ft = 0 and et = .

10.7
10.7.1

Proofs of Section 5.2
Proof of Proposition 3

By the arguments in the proof of Proposition 2, if ft

k

= 1 for some k

U (i ) ; U (i ) . By the arguments of Corollary 2, this implies that
Pr Ut 2 U (i ) ; U (i ) jft

k

=1

= 1 8k

0, then Ut

k

2

0:

Given Lemmas 7 and 9, J ( ) is linear in the range U (i ) ; U (i ) with U (i ) and U (i ) representing the two extreme points of this linear portion. Therefore, in the equilibrium which
satis…es the Bang-Bang property, the agent’s continuation value following the realization of zt1
is either U (i ) or U (i ).
We now construct an equilibrium which satis…es this property. Suppose that the cooperative
and punishment phases occur as described in the statement of the proof of Proposition 3. Let
se (i ) and de(i ) correspond to the values which satis…es (37) (41), where Lemma 5 guarantees
that these values exist and satisfy de(i ) 2 (0; 1].
We can show that this conjectured equilibrium provides welfare J U (i ) and U (i ) to the

principal and to the agent, respectively, during the cooperative phase, and welfare J (U (i )) = J

and U (i ) to the principal and to the agent, respectively, during the punishment phase. To
see why, let U C and U P correspond to the agent’s continuation values in the cooperative and
punishment phase, respectively, and de…ne J C and J P for the principal analogously. Given the
description of the equilibrium, these continuation values must satisfy

52

UC

=

(e
s (i ) ; ) U C + (1

+

P

=

JC

=

a(

JP

=

p

U

g (i ) +
)

1

(e
s (i ) ; )) U P ,

de(i ) U + de(i ) U
C

P

(e
s (i ) ; ) J C + (1

+
Ai +

(49)

,

(50)

(e
s (i ) ; )) J P , and

de(i ) J C + de(i ) J P .

1

(51)
(52)

Given se (i ) and de(i ), by some algebra, combination of (49) and (50) implies that U C = U (i )

for U (i ) satisfying (38) and U P = U (i ) for U (i ) satisfying (39). Analogously, by some

algebra, combination of (51) and (52) given the formula for J ( ) implied by Lemmas 7 and 9
means that J C = J U (i ) and J P = J (U (i )).
We now show that this conjectured equilibrium satis…es all incentive compatibility constraints. Since J U (i ) > J (U (i )) = J, the principal’s incentive compatibility constraint is
satis…ed in both phases. The agent’s incentive compatibility constraint need only be veri…ed
during the cooperative phase in which he exerts high e¤ort. In this case, the values of U (i ) and
U (i ) implied by (38) and (39) imply equation (13) so that the agent’s incentive compatibility
constraint is satis…ed.
We have established that the Bang-Bang equilibrium described in the statement of Proposition 3 is an e¢ cient sequential equilibrium. The following lemma which is proved in Appendix B
shows that this equilibrium constitutes the unique e¢ cient equilibrium satisfying the Bang-Bang
property.
Lemma 11 If intervention has occurred before t (i.e., ft

k

= 1 for some k

0), then the

equilibrium described in Proposition 3 is the unique e¢ cient equilibrium which satis…es the BangBang property.
10.7.2

Proof of Proposition 4

We establish parts 2 to 4 …rst which allows us to establish a preliminary result which aids in the
proof of part 1 which is relegated to the end.
Part 2. Equations (14)
J (1
for some

p (i)

between

p

Since J =

)=

p (i) (

Ai) + 1

p

p (i)

(

a(

) )

(53)

2 [0; 1], since the average ‡ow payo¤ to the principal under punishment must be
Ai and

p

(16) imply that given i,

= (1

a(

) , the ‡ow payo¤ from punishment and cooperation, respectively.

), equation (53) implies that
p (i)

=

(
(

p

p

53

a(

p (i)

satis…es

))
.
a ( )) + Ai

(54)

Moreover, equations (10) and (11) imply that
U (i) (1

)=

p (i) (

g (i)) + 1

p (i)

(

),

(55)

since the average ‡ow payo¤ to the agent under punishment must be between

g (i) and

,

where the same weights apply to each phase as for the principal. Substituting (54) into (55), we
achieve
U (i) (1

)=

(

g (i)
a ( ))

p

+ Ai

(

p

a(

))

.

(56)

It can be shown that the right hand side of (56) is decreasing in i for i < i and increasing in
i for i > i , so that it reaches an minimum at i = i . This is because the derivative of this
function has the same sign as
g 0 (i) ((

),

(57)

so that this is clearly zero for i = i . Note that this derivative equals

1 at i = 0. Moreover,

p

a(

))

+ Ai) + A (g (i)

di¤erentiating (57), we achieve
g 00 (i) ((

p

a(

))

+ Ai) ,

which is positive. Therefore, (57) must be negative for i < i and positive for i > i , which
completes the proof of part 2.
Part 3.

We now prove part 3 by showing that se (i) is increasing (decreasing) in i for

i < (>) i . Given the proof of part 2, it is su¢ cient to establish that se (i) decreases as U (i)

increases. Equations (10) and (13) imply that U (i) can be rewritten as
U (i) (1

)=

1
(e
s (i) ; 0)
(e
s (i) ; )
(e
s (i) ; 0)

.

(58)

.

(59)

Using (13) to substitute in for U (i), this implies that
U (i) (1

)=

1=
(e
s (i) ; 0)
(e
s (i) ; )
(e
s (i) ; 0)

That there exists se (i) 2 [b
s ( ) ; s] which solves (59) given (56) follows from part 1 of Lemma
e
4. This establishes that l (i) 2 [0; 1]. Since se (i)
sb ( ), it follows from Lemma 3 that the
right hand side of (59) decreases as se (i) increases. Therefore, se (i) decreases as U (i) increases,

completing the proof of part 3.

Part 4. We now show that U (i) and J (i) and are both increasing in se (i), which combined

with the proof of part 3 proves part 4. By Lemma 3, the right hand side of (58) increases in

54

se (i), establishing that U (i) rises in se (i). Equation (14) taking into account (16) implies that
J (i) (1

) = (1

a(

)

)

+

1

(1
(e
s (i) ; )) J
(e
s (i) ; )

(60)

The derivative of the right hand side of (60) with respect to se (i) is equal to
(1

)

where we have used the fact that

s (i) ;
s (e
[1

s (i) ;
s (e

)(

p

a(
2

) )

(e
s (i) ; )]
) > 0 and

p

>

a(

>0

). Therefore, J (i) increases if

and only if se (i) increases.

Part 1. To prove part 1, we establish the following preliminary result which is proved in

Appendix B.

00

Lemma 12 J (i) < 0 if i

i .

Note that equations (15) and (16) imply that de(0) = 1. Moreover, from Lemma 5, de(i ) 2

(0; 1) since

= 0 in the generalized problem. De…ne i > i as follows. If Ai

i = i. Alternatively, if Ai >

J i

J , then

J i

J , then de…ne i as the solution to Ai =
J i
J ,
where this solution exists since Ai < (J (i ) J) given (15), (16), and de(i ) < 1, and from
0

part 4 which establishes that J (i) < 0 for i > i . Given (15) and (16), it is the case that
de i
0.
h i
We now show that de(i) is monotonically declining in i for i 2 0; i . Note that given that
h i
de(0) = 1 and de i
0, this would imply that de(i) 2 [0; 1] 8i 2 0; i . Implicit di¤erentiation
of (15) with respect to i, given (16), yields:
J (i)

J de0 (i) =

A= + 1

0
de(i) J (i) .

(61)

h i
Note that de0 (i) has the same sign as the right hand side of (61) because J (i) > J for i 2 0; i .

To see why this is the case, note that given part 4, it is su¢ cient to verify that J i > J and
J (0) > J to establish this fact. That J i > J follows from the de…nition of i. That J (0) > J

follows from the fact that se (0) exists from the proof of part 2 and that (60) strictly exceeds J.
Therefore, we can focus on the right hand side of (61).
0

Suppose that i > i . From part 4, J (i) < 0, which means that the right hand side of (61) is
negative if de(i) < 1. Since de(i ) < 1 and de(i) is continuous, it follows that the right hand side

of (61) is negative for i > i arbitrarily close to i so that de(i) < 1 for i > i arbitrarily close
to i . By continuity, this means that de0 (i) is strictly decreasing in the range between i and i.
Since de(i ) 2 (0; 1) and de i

0. It follows that de(i) 2 (0; 1) for i 2 i ; i .
Now suppose that i < i . To prove that de0 (i) < 0 in this range note that from (61), de0 (0) < 0
since de(0) = 1. We now establish that the right hand side of (61) is declining in i for i < i , which
55

together with the fact that de0 (0) < 0 means that de0 (i) < 0 for i < i . Implicitly di¤erentiating

the right hand side of (61) with respect to i yields
1
Suppose that de0 (i)

00
de(i) J (i)

de0 (i) J 0 (i) .

(62)

0 for some i and let ei correspond to the lowest such value of i for which
this is true so that by continuity, de0 ei = 0. The fact that de0 (0) < 0 implies that ei > 0. Since

de0 (i) < 0 for i < ei and de0 ei = 0, it follows that (62) must be positive for i = ei by the continuous

00
di¤erentiability of de0 (i). Given that de0 ei = 0, this means that 1 de ei J ei > 0. Since
de(0) = 1 and de0 (i) < 0 for i < ei, it follows that 1 de(i) > 0. However, from Lemma 12,
J 00 (i) < 0 for i < i which means that (62) is negative for i = ei, which is a contradiction.
Therefore, de0 (i) < 0 for i 2 (0; i ). Since de(0) = 1 and de(i ) 2 (0; 1) it follows that de(i) 2 (0; 1)

for i 2 (0; i ).

10.8
10.8.1

Proofs of Section 5.3
Proof of Proposition 5

To see how each factor a¤ects i , one can implicitly di¤erentiate (9) taking into account the
concavity of g ( ) and easily achieve these comparative statics.
To see how each factor a¤ects e
l (i ), note that e
l (i ) is increasing in U (i ) = from the proof

of part 3 of Proposition 4. Therefore, we need to show that U (i ) = for U (i ) de…ned in (56)
given i de…ned in (9) is increasing in A, decreasing in , and increasing in . From part 3 of

Proposition 4, U 0 (i ) = 0, which implies that it is su¢ cient to check the partial derivative of the
right hand side of (56) with respect to A, , and . It is clear by inspection that the right hand
side of (56) divided by

and holding i …xed is increasing in A, decreasing in , and increasing

in .
To see how an increase in

a¤ects de(i ) note that since this creates an increase in e
l (i ), it

(16) that J (i ) must decline. Since i rises whereas J (i ) declines,
equations (15) and (16) imply that de(i ) declines.
follows from equation (14)

10.9

10.9.1

Proofs of Section 5.4
Proof of Lemma 1

From Lemma 10, if fz (U ) = 1, then U < U (i ). From Lemma 9, J (U ) = J max (U ) if U < U (i )
so that Lemma 8 applies. From Lemma 8, it is clear that for any
iz (U )

i .

56

, if fz (U ) = 1, then

10.9.2

Proof of Proposition 6

The …rst statement in part 1 is implied by (16) which reduces to J (i ) (1

)=

p

so that it

is constant. The second statement in part 1 is implied by (56) which implies that U (i ) (1

)

is constant and independent of .
To establish part 2, consider …rst the value of U (i ) (1
U (i ) and se (i )

sb ( ) as a function of . Since U (i ) (1

hand side of (59) must take on the same value for all
increasing in
b(
!1 s

) is independent of , the right

. Since the right hand side of (59) is

and decreasing in se (i ) by Lemma 3, it follows that se (i ) is increasing in . From

Lemma 3, this means that U (i ) (1
lim

). (58) and (59) implicitly de…ne

) = s, which given that se (i )

) de…ned in (58) is increasing in se (i ). From Lemma 3,
sb ( ) implies that se (i ) approaches s as

1. From Lemma 3, the right hand side of (58) which equals U (i ) (1
approaches 1.

Now consider the value of J (i ) (1
U (i ) (1
for some

a (i

between

g (i ) and

U (i ) (1

)=

approaches

) approaches

as

). Equations (10) and (11) imply that
a (i

)(

) + (1

a (i

)) ( g (i )) ,

(63)

) 2 [0; 1], since the average ‡ow payo¤ to the agent under cooperation must be

, the ‡ow payo¤ from punishment and cooperation, respectively. Since

) is rising in , it follows that

a (i

) is rising in . Moreover, equations (14) and

(15) imply that
J (i ) (1
which given that
U (i ) (1
as

a (i

)=

a (i

) is rising in

) approaches

as

)(

a(

) ) + (1

a (i

means that J (i ) (1

)) (

p

Ai ) ,

) is also rising in . Finally since

approaches 1, it follows from (63) that

approaches 1 so that from (64) J (i ) (1

) approaches

57

(64)

a(

)

as

a (i

) approaches 1

approaches 1.
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Appendix B for “The Political Economy of Indirect Control”—
Not for Publication

11.1

De…nition of b in Assumption 3

In this section, we provide greater detail regarding the lower bound b for the discount factor in
Assumption 3. b is de…ned as
n
o
b = max b 0 ; b 00 for some b 0 2 (0; 1) and b 00 2 (0; 1) :

0
00
We de…ne the thresholds b and b below.

11.1.1

0
De…nition of b

0
De…ne b as the solution to:

0
0
g (0) = ! b ; sb b

(A-1)

0
0
for ! ( ) de…ned in (32) and sb b de…ned in Lemma 3. To see that b is uniquely de…ned, note

0
that the right hand side of (A-1) is strictly decreasing in b . This is because by de…nition of
0
sb b ,
n
o
0
0
0
! b ; sb b
= min ! b ; s ,
s2[0;s]

0
0
0
0
and since ! b ; s is decreasing in b , ! b ; sb b

0
must be decreasing in b by the envelope

condition. This means that if a solution to (A-1) exists, it is unique. We are left to ensure
0
that a solution exists. The right hand side of (A-1) approaches 1 as b approaches 0 since
0
( ) is bounded between 0 and 1. Now consider the limit of the right hand side of (A-1) as b

approaches 1. Substitution of (33) into (32) implies that
0
0
! b ; sb b

1

=
1

1= b

1= b

0
0

sb b

sb b

=

0

;

0

;0

1

1
s( ); )
s (b
s ( ) ; 0)
s (b

(A-2)

0
0
0
0
By Lemma 3, sb b approaches s as b approaches 1, which means from (A-2) that ! b ; sb b

0
as b approaches 1 since lims!s s (s; 0) = s (s; ) = 1. Since g (0) 2 ( ; 1) by
0
Assumption 1, a value of b satisfying (A-1) therefore exists.

approaches

A-1

11.1.2

00
De…nition of b

00
000
In order to de…ne b , de…ne b as the solution to

(

g (i )
a ( ))

p

(

+ Ai

a(

p

))

000
000
= ! b ; sb b

+

,

(A-3)

for i de…ned in (9). Note that the left hand side of (A-3) would equal g (0) if i = 0, but i
de…ned in (9) actually maximizes the left hand side of (A-3). This implies that the left hand
side of (A-3) strictly exceeds the left hand side of (A-1). Therefore, by analogous reasoning as
0
000
00
in the case of b , b exists and is unique. There are two cases to consider in de…ning b .
Case 1

Suppose that

b 000 g (i )

000
sb b

(g (i )

)

(

Ai
a ( ))

p

+ Ai

(A-4)

00
000
for i de…ned in (9). Then, de…ne b = b .

Case 2

00
000
If instead (A-4) does not hold, then de…ne b > b as the solution

b 00 g (i )

s

for s ( ) which satis…es

b 00

= (g (i )

s ( )
(

p

g (i )
a ( ))

+ Ai

(

p

)

sb ( ) and
a(

))

00
000
where sb ( ) is de…ned in Lemma 3. Since b > b and !

(

Ai
a ( ))

p

+ Ai

(A-5)

(A-6)
+

= ! ( ; s ( )) ,

(A-7)

b 00 ; s < 0, it follows given (A-3) that

a solution s ( ) to (A-7) exists. Moreover, by Lemma 3, there must exist two solution to (A-7),
00
00
with the highest solution corresponding to some s ( ) > sb b for which ! s b ; s > 0. Since
!

b 00 ; s < 0 and ! s b 00 ; s > 0, it follows given (A-7) that s

0

b 00 > 0, which implies that

00
the left hand side of (A-5) is strictly increasing in b , where we have appealed to the fact that
0 (s) < 0. This means that if a value of b 00 which satis…es (A-5) exists, then it is unique. Since

00
000
the left hand side of (A-5) is below the right hand side for b = b , and since the left hand
00
side of (A-5) is strictly increasing in b , we are left to guarantee that the left hand side of (A-5)
00
00
00
exceeds the right hand side as b approaches 1. By Lemma 3, sb b ! s as b ! 1, which
00
given that the solution to (A-7) admits some s ( ) > sb b , it follows that s ( ) ! s. Since

lims!s (s) =

from Lemma 3, the left hand side of (A-5) approaches g (i )
–which exceeds
00
00
b
b
the right hand side–as
approaches 1. Therefore, a value of
which satis…es (A-5) exists.
A-2

11.2

Proofs of Lemmas 3-12

11.2.1

Proof of Lemma 3

To establish parts 1 and 2, di¤erentiation of
1

(s; )
(s;
)
s

1

(s; 0)
=
(s;
0)
s

0 (s)

(s) implies that

Z

s

0
s (s ;

)
(s;
)
s

s

has the same sign as

0
s (s ; 0)
s (s; 0)

ds0 < 0,

(A-8)

where we have used the MLRP property to establish the last inequality. That lims!0 (s) =
1 follows from the fact that the numerator in (31) approaches 1 whereas the denominator
approaches 0 as s approaches 0. That lims!s (s) = , follows from L’Hopital’s rule:
lim

s!s

1
(s; 0)
= lim
(s; )
(s; 0) s!s

where we have used the fact that lims!s

1
s (s; ) =

1

s (s; 0) = s (s;

s (s; 0)

= ,

) = 1.

Part 3 follows from the fact that the numerator in (32) approaches a …nite positive number
whereas the denominator in (32) approaches 0 as either s ! 0 or s ! s.

To establish part 4, let us …rst establish the existence of sb ( ). Given part 3 and the fact

that ! ( ; s) and ! s ( ; s) are well de…ned for s 2 (0; s), it follows that ! s ( ; s) < 0 for some

s which is su¢ ciently close to 0 and ! s ( ; s) > 0 for some s which is su¢ ciently close to s.
Di¤erentiation of ! ( ; s) implies that ! s ( ; s) has the same sign as
1=

(s; )
s (s; )

1=

(s; 0)
.
s (s; 0)

(A-9)

Suppose that ! s ( ; s) > 0 for some s = sb. Then it must be positive 8s > sb. To see why,
di¤erentiate (A-9) to achieve

ss (s; 0) 1=
s (s; 0)

(s; 0)
(s;
0)
s

ss (s;

) (1=
(s;
)
s

(s; ))
.
(s;
)
s

(A-10)

Suppose that (A-9) is weakly positive. Then (A-10) is strictly positive, where this follows from
the fact that

ss (

) < 0 and from the MLRP property which implies that
ss (s; 0)
s (s; 0)

>

ss (s;

)
.
s (s; )

(A-11)

Therefore, if ! s ( ; s) > 0 for some sb, then it must be positive 8s > sb. Together with part 3,
this means that there exists some sb ( ) such that ! s ( ; s) < (>) 0 if s < (>) sb ( ).

Let us now show that sb ( ) is increasing. Given its de…nition, sb ( ) must satisfy the following

equation

1=

(b
s( ); )
s( ); )
s (b

1=

A-3

(b
s ( ) ; 0)
= 0.
s ( ) ; 0)
s (b

(A-12)

Note that
(b
s( ); )
+
s( ); )
s (b

Z

(b
s ( ) ; 0)
=
s ( ) ; 0)
s (b

0

sb( )

s (s;

)
+
s( ); )
s (b

s (s; 0)

s(
s (b

ds < 0,

) ; 0)

(A-13)

where we have used the MLRP property to establish the last inequality. Given (A-12) and (A-13),
it follows that (1=

s(
s (b

); )

1=

s(
s (b

) ; 0)) =

> 0, so that

function. This establishes part 4.

) ; 0) >

s(
s (b

); )

holding sb ( ) …xed. Since the

which means that the left hand side of (A-12) is decreasing in
left hand side of (A-12) is increasing in sb ( ) holding

s(
s (b

…xed, it follows that sb ( ) is an increasing

To establish part 5, note that by part 4 sb ( ) is increasing in . Suppose by contradiction

that lim

b(
!1 s

) = s0 < s. Taking the limit of the left hand side of (A-12) as

then implies that

1

(s0 ; )
0
s (s ; )

(s0 ; 0)
=0
0
s (s ; 0)

1

(A-14)

for some s0 < s. However, (A-14) contradicts (A-8). Therefore, lim
lishes part 5.
To establish part 6, note that
! ss ( ; s)

= 2

! s ( ; s)

+
By our previous arguments,

s (s; 0)

(s; )
ss (s; 0) (1=

s(
s (b

) ; 0) >

s (s;

which together with the fact that

s (s; 0)

ss (s;

ss (

) (1=

) < 0 and 1=

(s; 0))

2

(s; 0))

) ; ) so that if s

s (s;

) = s. This estab-

(A-15)

(s; 0)
(s; ))
( (s; )

s(
s (b

b(
!1 s

)

right hand side of (A-15) is positive since ! s ( ; s) > 0 and
property. (A-11) and the fact that

approaches 1

s (s; 0)

sb ( ), the …rst term on the
s (s;

) > 0 implies that
(s; 0) > 1=

) > 0 by the MLRP

ss (s; 0)

>

ss (s;

),

(s; ) > 0 implies that

the second term on the right hand side of (A-15) is also positive. Therefore, ! ss ( ; s) > 0.
11.2.2

Proof of Lemma 4

0
To establish part 1, note there exists a solution s0 to (34) for K = g (0) if
= b given
0
the de…nition of b in Section 11.1.1. Note that from (32), ! ( ; s) < 0. From Lemma 3,
0
! s ( ; s) > 0 if s sb ( ) with lims!s ! ( ; s) = 1. This means that if > b b , there exists

a solution s0

exists for

K 0,

sb ( ) to (34) holding K …xed. Moreover, since lims!s ! ( ; s) = 1, if a solution

then it exists for K 00 > K 0 .

00
To establish part 2, note that there exists a solution s00 to (35) which satis…es (36) if = b
00
00
given the de…nition of b in Section 11.1.2. By analogous reasoning as in part 1, if > b b ,

there exists a solution s00
(36). Suppose that

sb ( ) to (35). We are left to verify that such a solution also satis…es
00
b
>
. The value of s00 which satis…es (35) is increasing in , which

implies that the value of

(s00 ) is declining in

since

A-4

( ) is a decreasing function by Lemma 3.

Therefore, the left hand side of (36) rises as

rises, whereas the right hand side stays constant.
00
Since the left hand side weakly exceeds the right hand side of (36) for = b by de…nition, (36)
00
>b .

is satis…ed for
11.2.3

Proof of Lemma 5

U (i ) is uniquely determined according to equation (37). Conditional on this value of U (i ),
equations (39) and (40) uniquely determine se (i ). To see why, note that a value of se (i ) which
solves (39) exists by part 1 of Lemma 4 since the right hand side of (37) is strictly below

g (0)

given the de…nition of i in (9). That this solution is unique follows from Lemma 3 which

guarantees that the right hand side of (39) is monotonic in se (i ) for se (i )

sb ( ). Since se (i )

is uniquely determined, this means that U (i ) is uniquely determined by equation (38). Finally,
it is clear that de(i ) which solves (41) exists and is unique since U (i ) and U (i ) are uniquely

determined.

We are left to show that de(i ) 2 (0; 1] with de(i ) < 1 if

= 0. Given (41), we can prove

this by showing that

U (i )

which is strict if

= 0 and

U (i ) + g (i )

U (i ) + g (i )

(A-16)

< U (i ) .

(A-16) is implied by (37) which implies that U (i ) (1

)

(A-17)
g (i ) which is strict if

= 0.

To see why (A-17) holds, note that this is trivially satis…ed if U (i ) de…ned in (37) equals
g (i ) = (1

), which must be below U (i ) given (38) and (39). Suppose instead that U (i )

de…ned in (37) exceeds
check this for

g (i ) = (1

). To see why (A-17) holds in this case, it is su¢ cient to

= 0. To see why, from (37), as

(39) and (40), as

decreases, U (i ) increases. Moreover, from

decreases, then se (i ) decreases, where this follows from Lemma 3. Moreover,

from Lemma 3, this implies that U (i ) de…ned in (38) decreases. Therefore, it is su¢ cient to
= 0. To do this, note that the value of se (i ) in this case which is determined

check (A-17)

from the combination of equations (37) and (39) also coincides with s00 in (35) in the second

part of Lemma 4. By some algebra, the inequality in (36) in the second part of Lemma 4 implies
that (A-17) holds.
11.2.4

Proof of Lemma 6

Part 1. Let

correspond to the set of allocations

J replaced by J

so that the solution corresponds to that of the generalized problem. Consider

two continuation value pairs Vp0 ; Va0 2
and

00 ,

which are feasible and satisfy (20) (22) for

and Vp00 ; Va00 2

where an allocation is de…ned in (19).

0j
z01

A-5

with corresponding allocations

0

corresponds to the continuation allocation

conditional on z01 , and
Vp ; V a
De…ne

=

n

jz01

00 j .
z01

Is de…ned analogously. It must be that

=

Vp0 + (1

o

z01 2[0;1]

0j
z01 =

(

0j
z01 =
00 j
(z01

for z01 2 [0; ) is identical to

information sets qt0 and qt1 , and
Vp ; Va , and since

0;

00

) Va00 2

8 2 (0; 1) :

as follows:

jz01 =
where

) Vp00 ; Va0 + (1

00 j

if z01 2 [0; )
)=(1
0j
z01

)

,

if z01 2 [ ; 1]

with the exception that z01 = replaces z01 in all

1
)=(1 ) for z0 2 [ ; 1] is analogously de…ned.
2 .

(z01
2 , then

is bounded since Vj ( ) is bounded for j = p; a. To show that

achieves

is closed, consider a se-

0 ;V 0
Vpn
an

0 ;V 0
0
0
quence
2 such that limn!1 Vpn
an = Vp ; Va . There exists one corresponding
sequence of allocations 0n which converges to 01 since Vj ( 0n ) is continuous in 0n . Since every
element of 0n at qt0 is contained in a closed and bounded set, and since (20) (22) are weak
inequalities, then is closed and 01 2 . Since 2 (0; 1), then by the Dominated Convergence
Theorem, Vj ( 01 ) = Vj0 for j = p; a. Therefore Va0 ; Vp0 2 so that is compact.

Since

is a convex set, and since J (U ) corresponds to the highest value of Vp conditional

on Va = U , it follows that J (U ) is concave.
Part 2. To show that J (U ) = max
sible that J (U ) < J
From feasibility, U
i (U ) = i, and
g i = (1

);J

, note that it is not pos-

since this violates (28). Suppose that J
g i = (1

UzF

Ai = (1

p

). In this situation, U =

p

).

), since fz (U ) = 1,

g i = (1

(U ) = U 8z satis…es (25) and (28) and provides a continuation value of

) to the agent. This solution is unique, since from feasibility any other solug i = (1

tion provides a continuation value to the agent strictly larger than
J (U ) =

Ai = (1

p

Ai = (1

). Suppose instead that J

by contradiction that J (U ) > J

>

p

Ai = (1

). Therefore,
). Suppose

. One can show that if this were true then U would not

correspond to the lowest continuation value to the agent. To show this, note that by Assumptions 1 and 2 and equations (25) and (28), it must be that fz (U ) = 1 8z. If it were the case
instead that fz (U ) = 0 for some z, then a perturbation to fbz (U ) = 1 and biz (U ) = 0 for all
such z would strictly reduce U while continuing to satisfy (25)

note that if it were the case that J (U ) > max

p

(30). Since fz (U ) = 1 8z,

Ai = (1

);J

, then would

be possible to increase iz (U ) so as to reduce the agent’s welfare while continuing to satisfy
(25)

(30), contradicting the fact that U is the agent’s lowest continuation value. Therefore,

J (U ) = max

p

Ai = (1

);J

.
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11.2.5

Proof of Lemma 7

De…ne J max (U ) as follows, where , F, qt0 , and qt1 are de…ned in Section 10.1:
J max (U ) = max E0
2F

U

E0

1
X

t

up ft qt0 ; it qt1 ; et qt1 ; st

s.t.

(A-18)

t=0

1
X

t

ua ft qt0 ; it qt1 ; et qt1 ; st

(A-19)

t=0

Since this program maximizes the same object as the original program but under strictly fewer
constraints, it is clear that (42) must hold for some J max (U ) which solves (A-18)
We now characterize

J max (U )

for U

= (1

(A-19).

) to complete the proof. We proceed in

four steps.
Step 1. (A-19) must bind. To see why, suppose this were not the case so that the solution
for all qt0 and qt1 ,

lets (A-19) remain slack. Then it cannot be that ft qt0 = 0 and et qt1 =
since if this were the case, then the right hand side of (A-19) would equal
since U

= (1

= (1

). However,

), this would mean that satisfaction of (A-19) requires (A-19) to bind,

which is a contradiction. Therefore, if (A-19) is slack, then there exists some qt0 and qt1 for
which it is not the case that ft qt0 = 0 and et qt1 = . Consider an alternative solution to
the problem which is identical to the original solution with the exception that ft qt0 = 0 and
et qt1 =

for some such qt0 and qt1 . Since ft qt0 = 0 and et qt1 =

maximizes the principal’s

static payo¤, this alternative solution yields a strict increase in (A-18) while continuing to satisfy
(A-19). Therefore, (A-19) cannot be slack.
Step 2. The solution to (A-18)

(A-19) admits it qt1 = i for some i

0 for all qt1 for

which ft qt0 = 1. To see why, suppose this were not the case. Then consider a perturbation
which is identical to the original solution with the exception that if ft qt0 = 1, then it qt1 is
replaced with
bit qt1 = E0

1
X

k

fk q 0 ik qk1
.
P1 k k
E
fk qk0
k=0
k=0 0

This perturbation does not change the right hand side of (A-18) but it relaxes (A-19) since g ( )
is a concave function. However, this contradicts the fact that (A-19) must bind in the optimum.
Step 3. The solution to (A-18)

(A-19) admits et qt1 =

for all qt1 for which ft qt0 = 0.

To see why, suppose this were not the case. Then consider a perturbation which is identical
to the original solution with the exception that if ft qt0 = 0 then et qt1 = . This strictly
increases the right hand side of (A-18) while continuing to satisfy (A-19).
Step 4. Given steps 1-3, (A-18)
J max (U ) (1

)=

max

f 2[0;1];i 0

U (1

(A-19) can be rewritten as
ff (

p

Ai) + (1

) = f ( g (i)) + (1

A-7

f) (
f) (

a(

).

) ) g s.t.

(A-20)
(A-21)

for f = E0
g (0) >

P1

t

t=0

ft qt0

(1

). If U =

= (1

), then the solution admits f = 0 since

so that (43) holds in this case. Now suppose that U <

possible and f > 0. Suppose …rst that the constraint that f

= (1

) so that this is not

1 does not bind. Then …rst order

conditions to this program imply that the optimal value of i is i de…ned in (9). In order that
f

1 be satis…ed, it must be that U

g (i ) = (1

). This means that in this case the value

of f which satis…es (A-21) given i = i satis…es f =

(U ) and (43) holds in this case. If instead

U <

g (i ) = (1

), then f = 1 and satisfaction of (A-21) implies that i = g

1(

U (1

)),

so that (43) holds in this case.
11.2.6

Proof of Lemma 8

Part 1. If (42) binds then J (U ) satis…es (A-18)
[ g (i ) ;

(A-19). Suppose …rst that U (1

]. Then from step 4 in the proof of Lemma 7, it is necessary that for all

if ft qt0 = 0
P
t
E0 1
ft
t=0

then et qt1 =
qt0

(1

) 2

qt0 ; qt1 ,

and if ft qt0 = 1 then it qt1 = i , where the value of f =

) is unique. This implies that ez (U ) =

if fz (U ) = 0 and iz (U ) = i

0 2 [0; 1] and
if fz (U ) = 1. Moreover, given (24), this also means that there exists some fzs

fz00 2 [0; 1] such that

N
Uzs
(U ) (1

0
) = fzs
( g (i )) + 1

UzF (U ) (1

) = fz00 ( g (i )) + 1

0
fzs
(

fz00 (

) and

(A-22)

)

(A-23)

0 and f 00 which satisfy
for fzs
z

f ( g (i )) + (1
1

f) (

)

= Ez

(

fz (U )
fz (U ))

(1

)

g (i ) + UzF (U ) +
N (U ) je =
+ Es Uz;s
z

given (A-22) and (A-23) and fz (U ). This proves part 1.
Part 2. Now suppose that U (1
ft qt0

= 1 for all

qt0

and

all z fz (U ) = 1, iz (U ) =

it qt1
g 1(

=g
U (1

)<
1(

g (i ). Then from step 4 in the proof of Lemma 7,
)) for all qt1 . From (24), this means that for

U (1

)), and UzF (U ) = U . This proves part 2.

N (U )
Part 3. By (42) and part 1, J Uzs

N (U ) and J U F (U )
J max Uzs
z

J max UzF (U )

8s; z. Suppose it were the case that these weak inequalities did not bind. Suppose …rst if
U

g (i ) = (1

N (U ) < J max U N (U ) or J U F (U ) < J max U F (U ) .
) but J Uzs
zs
z
z

From step 4 in the proof of Lemma 7, it is necessary that for all qt0 ; qt1 , if ft qt0 = 0 then
et qt1 =

and if ft qt0 = 1 then it qt1 = i . This means by analogous arguments as those in

0 2 [0; 1] and f 00 2 [0; 1] which satisfy (A-22) and
the proof of part 1 that there exists some fzs
z

(A-23) and which also satisfy
N
J Uzs
(U ) (1

J

UzF

(U ) (1

0
) = fzs
(

) =

fz00 (

p

Ai ) + 1
Ai ) + 1

p

A-8

0
fzs
(

fz00

(

a(
a(

) ) and
) ).

(A-24)
(A-25)

N (U )
(A-24) and (A-25) together with (A-22) and (A-23) given (43) imply that J Uzs

J max

N
Uzs

(U ) and J

From part 2, if U <

UzF

(U ) =

g (i ) = (1

J max

UzF

) then J

(U ) . Suppose instead if U <

UzF

(U ) =

Ag

p

1(

=

g (i ) = (1

).

)) = (1

)

U (1

which equals J max UzF (U ) from Lemma 7. Therefore, in this case, J UzF (U ) = J max UzF (U ) ,
N (U ) is irrelevant since f (U ) = 1. This proves part 3.
and J Uzs
z

11.2.7

Proof of Lemma 9

Part 1. To establish this, we consider several cases.
Case 1. Suppose that
U < J max

1

;

max J

Ai = (1

p

)

,

(A-26)

then from the arguments in the proof of Lemma 6, U is not incentive compatible for the principal.
Case 2. Suppose that (A-26) does not hold and that
J max

1

max J

;

p

Ai = (1

)

<

g (i ) = (1

;

p

Ai = (1

)

; g (i ) = (1

):

(A-27)

) ;

(A-28)

Consider U which satis…es
h
U 2 J max

1

max J

Lemma 8 characterizes the unique solution to the recursive program if (42) binds, where it must
be that fz (U ) = 1, iz (U ) = g

1(

U (1

)) and UzF (U ) = U . This solution clearly satis…es

(24). To check incentive compatibility, note that since
J max (U ) = (

p

Aiz (U )) = (1

)

J

;

(25) and (28) are satis…ed so that the solution is incentive compatible for the principal. The
incentive compatibility constraints on the agent are trivially satis…ed since he does not choose any
actions. This establishes that if J max

1

max J

;

Ai = (1

p

)

<

g (i ) = (1

then (42) binds for all continuation values in (A-28).
Case 3. We are left to study two cases simultaneously when (A-26) does not hold. First,
if (A-27) holds but U

g (i ) = (1

). Second, if (A-27) does not hold. These two cases

can be studied together since they require use to characterize the equilibrium for values of U
which weakly exceed U (i ). Speci…cally, in the …rst, case (37) and (43) imply that U (i ) =
g (i ) = (1

). In the second case, given the de…nition of J max ( ) in (43) and given the

de…nition of U (i ) in (37), this implies that J max (U (i )) = J
for U

U (i ), since this would imply that J (U )

A-9

J max (U )

<J

. Therefore, it is not possible
, violating (28).

),

Let us conjecture the following solutions 8z for U 2 U (i ) ; U (i ) :
Ez fz (U ) =

U (i )

U = U (i )

U (i ) , iz (U ) = i , ez (U ) = ,

UzF

(U ) = (U (i ) + g (i )) = ,
(
U (i ) if s se (i )
UzsN (U ) =
U (i ) if s > se (i )

(A-29)
(A-30)
(A-31)

for U (i ) and se (i ) de…ned in (37) (41). In the below steps, we prove that this solution satis…es

(24)

(30) and generates welfare J max (U ) for the principal.

Step 1. se (i ) exists and Ez fz (U ) 2 [0; 1] by Lemma 5 which implies that UzF (U ) 2

U (i ) ; U (i ) .

Step 2. The solution is feasible, satis…es the promise keeping constraint, and generates
a continuation value to the principal equal to J max (U ). To see why, note that the solution

is feasible since ez (U ) and iz (U ) are well-de…ned and since U 2 U (i ) ; U (i ) implies that

Ez fz (U ) 2 [0; 1]. Given the value of Ez fz (U ), to show that the solution satis…es the promise
keeping constraint, it is su¢ cient to show that, conditional on fz (U ) = 1, the agent receives

U (i ) and conditional on fz (U ) = 0, the agent receives U (i ). Note that given the solution, if
g (i ) + UzF (U ) = U (i ). Moreover, if fz (U ) = 0, the agent

fz (U ) = 1, the agent receives
receives
+

(e
s (i ) ; ) U (i ) + (1

(e
s (i ) ; )) U (i ) ,

which after the subtitution of (38) and (39) implies that the agent receives U (i ). To show
that the solution generates a continuation value to the principal equal to J max (U ), note that
since UzF (U ) 2 U (i ) ; U (i ) from step 1 and UzsN (U ) 2 U (i ) ; U (i ) , given (A-29) 8U 2
U (i ) ; U (i ) , it must be that (A-21) is satis…ed for i = i and some f 2 [0; 1], which means

that J (U ) equals J max (U ) de…ned in (A-20).

Step 3. The solution satis…es all incentive compatibility constraints. To see why, suppose
…rst that fz (U ) = 1. If J max
from (43), J max (U (i ))
Therefore, from (A-30)
p

UzF

1

max J

J

;

J

UzF

g (i ) = (1

), then

g (i ) = (1

).

(U ) = U (i ). This implies that

Ai + J UzF (U ) = (

). Note that J

UzF

(U ) =

(U ) taking into account that

algebra this implies that

)

, which means given (37) that U (i ) =

p

cases, (28) is satis…ed since J

UzF

J max

Ai ) = (1

p

so that (25) is satis…ed. Now suppose that J max
g (i ) = (1

Ai = (1

p

1

UzF

max J

(U )

;

J
p

(A-32)
Ai = (1

)

(U ) so that (43) can be used to calculate

(U ) can be calculated from (37) and (A-30). By some

Ai + J UzF (U ) = J
UzF

)

J

.
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so that (25) is satis…ed. In both

Now suppose that fz (U ) = 0. (38) and (39) imply that
N
Es Uz;s
jez =

( (e
s (i ) ; )

N
Es Uz;s
jez = 0

(e
s (i ) ; 0)) U (i )

=

U (i ) =

so that the agent is indi¤erent between choosing ez = 0 and ez =
From (38) and (39), U (i )

U (i )

so that (27) is satis…ed.

U so that (29) is satis…ed. To check (28), note that J (U )

is rising in U so that it is su¢ cient to check that J (U (i ))

J

, and this follows from the

de…nition of U (i ) in (37) together with (43). Finally, (26) is satis…ed since ez (U ) =
J

N
Uzs

(U )

J

and

.

Part 2. Part 1 establishes that (42) binds for
h
U 2 J max

1

;

max J

p

Ai = (1

Suppose by contradiction that there exists some U 0 2 U (i ) ;
equality, and let

U0

i
; U (i ) :

)
= (1

) for which (42) is an

denote the highest such value for which this is true. Note that given weak

the concavity of J ( ) and the linearity of J max (U ) for U between U (i ) and U 0 , this implies that
if U 2 [U (i ) ; U 0 ], then (42) binds. We establish that it is not possible for such a U 0 > U (i )
to exist in three steps.

Step 1. It is necessary that fz (U 0 ) = 0 8z. To see why, suppose by contradiction that

Ez (fz (U 0 )) > 0. Since U 0 is the highest value of U for which (42) binds, application of Lemma
8 implies that ez (U 0 ) = , iz (U 0 ) = i , UzF (U 0 )
since U 0

U (i ) >

g (i ) = (1

N (U 0 )
U 0 , and Uzs

U 0 8z; s. Moreover,

), it follows that

g (i ) + UzF (U 0 ) < U 0 , so that if

g (i ) + UzF

< U 0.

Ez (fz (U 0 )) > 0, then
Ez

U0

Thus, for (24) to hold it is necessary that
N
+ Es Uz;s
U 0 jez =

Ez

> U 0.

(A-33)

However, if this is the case, then there exists a value of U 00 > U 0 equal to the left hand side of
(A-33) for which J (U 00 ) = J max (U 00 ), leading to a contradiction. To see why, suppose that U =
N (U 00 ) = E U N (U 0 ) 8z. It is straightforward
U 00 and let fz (U 00 ) = 0, ez (U 00 ) = , and Uz;s
z
z;s

to check that solution is feasible, satis…es promise keeping and incentive compatibility, where
this follows from promise keeping and incentive compatibility of the original solution under U 0 .
N (U 0 ) = J max U N (U 0 ) 8s; z, which means given the weak concavity
From Lemma 8, J Uz;s
z;s

N (U 00 ) = J max U N (U 00 ) . Therefore, under the proposed solution,
of J ( ) that J Uz;s
z;s

J U 00

=

U 00 =

a(

)

N
+ Ez Es J max Uz;s
U 00

N
+ Ez Es Uz;s
U 00 je =

A-11

.

je =

and

(A-34)
(A-35)

One can show by some algebra that J (U 00 ) = J max (U 00 ) for U 00 > U 0 , hence contradicting the
fact that U 0 is the highest continuation value for which J (U ) = J max (U ). To show this, use
N (U 00 ) in (A-34) and use (A-35) to further substitute in for
(43) to substitute in for J max Uz;s
N (U 00 ). Given this contradiction, this establishes that it is necessary that f (U 0 ) = 0 8z.
Uz;s
z

Step 2. Given that fz (U 0 ) = 0, it is necessary that
UzsN U 0 =

(

U0

if s

s0

U (i )

if s

s0

(A-36)

for some cuto¤ s0 chosen so that (27) binds. To see why, we …rst establish that (27) binds.
N (U 0 )
Suppose this were not the case. We have already established in Lemma 8 that Uzs

U0

N (U 0 ) < U 0 for some
8z; s. Satisfaction of (27) additionally implies that, conditional on z, Uzs

s. Given a solution for which (27)ndoes not bind conditional
on z, consider an alternative
o
N
0
N
0
0
bzs (U ) = min U
bzs (U ) + ; U for some > 0 arbitrarily small. Such
solution which lets U
a solution satis…es feasibility and incentive compatibility and makes both the principal and the
b 0 . By analogous
agent strictly better o¤, giving the agent some higher continuation value U

b0
arguments as those used in step 1, it is then the case that J U

leading to a contradiction. Therefore, (27) must bind.

b0
= J max U

b 0 > U 0,
for U

N (U 0 ) must satisfy (A-36). Suppose this is not the case
We now show that the values of Uzs
N (U 0 ) 2 [U (i ) ; U 0 ]. Conditional on z, let U
e = Es U N jez = .
for some z. By Lemma 8, Uzs
z;s

N (U ) must necessarily solve the following program:
Note that conditional on z, the values of Uzs

max

Ng
fUzs
s2[0;s]

N
Es Uz;s
jez =

N
Es Uz;s
jez = 0

(A-37)

s.t.
e = Es
U
N
Uzs

N
Uz;s
jez

=

and
0

2 U (i ) ; U .

(A-38)
(A-39)

N (U 0 ) does not solve this program, then there exists an alternative value
This is because if Uzs
N (U 0 ) which solves this program, is feasible, satis…es promise keeping, satis…es incentive
bzs
of U

compatibility, and for which (27) is slack. Given the linearity of J (U ) for U 2 U ((i )) ; U ((i ))

this solution yields the same welfare to the principal, and this contradicts our previous argument
that (27) must bind.
Consider the solution to (A-37)

(A-39). Let

correspond to the Lagrange multiplier on

constraint (A-38). Suppose it were the case that (A-39) does not bind for some s00 and s000 , so
N (U 0 ) which occur with positive probability. First
that (A-39) does not bind for values of Uzs

order conditions imply that
000
s (s ;

000
)
s (s ; 0)
=
000
s (s ; )

=

A-12

00
s (s ;

00
)
s (s ; 0)
.
00
s (s ; )

However, if this is true, then this violates the MLRP property which states that
is rising in s. This means that (A-39) must binds so that

N
Uzs

(U 0 )

s (s; 0) = s (s;

either equals U (i ) or

)

U 0.

This means that from …rst order conditions,
s (s;

)

s (s; 0)
(s;
)
s
s (s; )
s (s; 0)
s (s; )

N
if Uzs

U 0 = U 0 and

(A-40)

N
if Uzs

U 0 = U (i ) .

(A-41)

N (U 0 ) = U 0 for some s and U N (U 0 ) =
Incentive compatibility requires that, conditional on z, Uzs
zs

U (i ) for some s. Thus, from the MLRP property, there exists some s0 such that (A-40) and
(A-41) both bind for s0 and for which (A-40) and (A-41) imply (A-36).
Step 3. Steps 1 and 2 imply that if there exists a value of U 0 > U (i ) for which (42) binds,
then it must satisfy the following system of equations for some s0 :
U (i ) (1

) =

U 0 (1

) =

1=
(s0 ; 0)
(s0 ; )
(s0 ; 0)
1
(s0 ; 0)
0
(s ; )
(s0 ; 0)

, and

(A-42)

,

(A-43)

where we have substituted (27) which binds into (24). From Lemma 3 part 4, it follows that
(A-42) has at most two solutions. From what we have established in part 1, s0 = se (i ) cor-

responds to the higher of the two solution since se (i )
Given (37) and (A-43), such a solution implies that
U0

> U (i ). If we instead consider the value of

Lemma 3, such a value leads to
does not exist
11.2.8

U0

2 U (i ) ;

U0

= (1

s0

U0

sb ( ) for sb ( ) de…ned in Lemma 3.

= U (i ), contradicting the fact that

< sb ( ) which satis…es (A-42), by part 2 of

< U (i ), again leading to a contradiction. Therefore, there
) for which (42) is an equality.

Proof of Lemma 10

Part 1. Suppose by contradiction that for U

U (i ) it is the case that fz (U ) = 1 for some

z. It is clear that it must be that U > U (i ), since the arguments in the proof of of part 2 of
Lemma 9 imply that fz U (i ) = 0 8z. We consider two separate cases in order to rule out

that fz (U ) = 1 for some z. Before doing so, we establish the following preliminary result.
Claim 1. It is the case that U (i ) 2 ( g (0) = (1

(38). It is clear from (38) that U (i ) <

= (1

);

= (1

)) for U (i ) de…ned in

). To see that U (i ) >

g (0) = (1

)

note that from (38) and (39), U (i ) is decreasing in U (i ) through the implied e¤ect on se (i ).

Since U (i ) <
g (0) = (1

g (0) = (1

), it is su¢ cient to check that U (i ) as de…ned in (38) exceeds

) if it were the case that the right hand side of (39) were equal to

g (0) = (1

),

which is its maximum. This is guaranteed by the fact that the right hand side of (38) exceeds
the right hand side (39).
We can now consider each case.
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Case 1. Suppose that U > U (i ), that fz (U ) = 1 8z. Optimality requires that
J (U ) = Ez

Aiz (U ) + J UzF (U )

p

= Ez J

g (iz (U )) + UzF (U )

.

(A-44)

e =
Let U

g (iz (U )) + UzF (U ) for some z for which g (iz (U )) + UzF (U ) > U (i ), where
such a z must exist in order to satisfy (24). Let ei = iz (U ) for the associated value of iz (U ). Let
Jb U jei =
Aei + J U + g ei = , where it is clear that
p
e jei = J U
e :
Jb U

(A-45)

It is useful to establish the following property of Jb ( ). For any two value U 0 and U 00 where
g ei = (1
) U 0 < U 00 , it must be that
Jb U 00 jei

U 00

Jb U 0 jei
U0

J

=

U 00 + g ei

J (U 00 )
U 00

=

J

(U 00

U 0) =

J (U 0 )
,
U0

U 0 + g ei

=

(A-46)
(A-47)

where we have appealed to the concavity of J ( ). We now show that (A-45) cannot hold, which
proves by contradiction that it cannot be that fz (U ) = 1 8z.
Case 1a. Suppose that ei i . We have already established that U (i ) >
g ei = (1
). Moreover, from the proof of part 1 of Lemma 9, U (i )
since UzF (U (i ))
for

U (i ), and this implies that U (i )

> 0 arbitrarily small,

J max

g ei + U (i ) +

=J

g ei + U (i ) +

The …rst equality follows from Lemma 9 since

g (0) = (1

)

g (i ) + U (i )

g ei + U (i ) < U (i ). Therefore
> Jb

g ei + U (i ) + jei .

(A-48)
e
g i + U (i )+ 2 U (i ) ; U (i ) for arbitrarily

small . The second inequality follows from Lemmas 8 and 9 which imply that if (42) binds,
e and U 0 = g (i ) +
then it cannot be that U F (U ) = U (i ) + = > U (i ). Letting U 00 = U
z

U (i ) + , substitution of the second inequality in (A-48) into (A-47) implies that (A-45) is
violated. Therefore, it is not possible that ei i .
Case 1b. Suppose instead that ei > i . If it is the case that

g ei + U (i ) +
U (i )
for arbitrarily small > 0, then the same arguments as in the case with ei i imply that this
is not possible. If instead g ei + U (i ) < U (i ), then
J max (U (i )) = J (U (i )) > Jb U (i ) jei .

(A-49)

The …rst equality follows from Lemma 9. The second inequality follows from Lemmas 8 and 9
which imply that if (42) binds, then it cannot be that iz (U ) 6= i . Because g ei = (1
)<
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e analogous arguments as in the previous case with ei
U (i ) < U

i imply that (A-49) substituted
into (A-47) implies that (A-45) is violated. Therefore, it is not possible for ei > i . Consequently,
it cannot be that fz (U ) = 1 8z.
Case 2. Suppose that U

U (i ) and that fz (U ) = 1 for some z. By analogous arguments

as in case 1, optimality requires that
J (U ) = Ez

(

fz (U ) J
(1

fz (U )) J

g (iz (U )) + UzF (U ) +
N (U ) je
ez (U ) + Es Uzs
z

)

.

Moreover, the concavity of J ( ), together with optimality imply that
J (U ) = Ez fz (U ) J U 0 + (1

(Ez fz (U ))) J U 00

(A-50)

for
g (iz (U )) + UzF (U ) jfz (U ) = 1

U 0 = Ez

and

N
ez (U ) + Es Uzs
(U ) jez = ez (U ) jfz (U ) = 0

U 00 = Ez
so that

U = Ez fz (U ) U 0 + (1

(Ez fz (U ))) U 00 .

Note that it is necessary given the discussion of case 1 that U 0 < U (i ), which implies given that
U > U (i ) that U 00 > U (i ). However, Lemma 9 implies that J (U ) is strictly concave between
U 0 and U 00 since U 0 < U (i ) < U 00 . This means that J (U ) must exceed the right hand side of
(A-50). Therefore, it is not possible that fz (U ) = 1 for some z.
Part 2. Suppose that U

N (U )
U (i ) and Uzs

U ((i )) for some s; z. To prove that (45)

holds we consider three di¤erent cases.
N (U )
Case 1. Suppose that for the given z for which Uzs

case that ez (U ) = 0. We can prove that in this situation if
then

N
Uzs

U ((i )) for some s, it is the
N
Uzs

(U )

U ((i )) for some s,

(U ) = U ((i )). Let us …rst establish that if ez (U ) = 0 then U is on a portion of

J ( ) for which J (U

)

J (U ) for

> 0 arbitrarily small, so that it is not possible to make

both the principal and the agent strictly better o¤. Suppose this were not the case and that
J (U

) < J (U ) so that J ( ) is upward sloping. Suppose we instead chose fz = 1 and iz = 0

whenever ez = 0, while preserving the rest of the solution. This alternative makes the agent
strictly worse o¤ and the principal strictly better o¤ while satisfying feasibility and all incentive
compatibility constraints. Therefore, it is not possible that J (U

) < J (U ). Now suppose that

N
Uzs

(U ) by some > 0 arbitrarily

(U ) < U ((i )) for some s. Then it is possible to increase

N
Uzs

small and given Lemma 9 this makes the principal and the agent strictly better o¤. Moreover,
it continues to satisfy all feasibility and incentive compatibility constraints. Therefore, it is not
N (U ) < U ((i )) for any s in this case.
for Uzs
N (U )
Case 2. Suppose that for the given z for which Uzs

A-15

U ((i )), it is the case that

ez (U ) =

N (U ) =
and that (27) does not bind. We show that this case it must be that Uzs

U ((i )). Note that optimality requires that given z,
a(

)

N
+ Es J Uzs
(U ) jez =

=J

N
+ Es Uzs
(U ) jez =

.

Moreover, it is necessary that
N
+ Es Uzs
(U ) jez =

> U ((i )) ,

(A-51)

since if this is not the true then analogous arguments to those of case 2 of part 1 imply that the
solution is suboptimal. Now suppose that (27) does not bind, and consider a perturbation which
N (U ) by > 0 arbitrarily small if U N (U ) is above the median value of U N (U ) (given
reduce Uzs
zs
zs
N (U ) by
z) and which increases Uzs

N (U ) is below the median value
> 0 arbitrarily small if Uzs

N (U ). This perturbation satis…es feasibility, promise keeping, and incentive compatibility,
of Uzs

and makes the principal weakly better o¤ given the weak concavity of J ( ). If it were the case
that it did not make him strictly better o¤, then this would imply that J ( ) is a line connecting
N (U ) conditional on z. Suppose it were that U N (U ) < U ((i )) for some s. Then
all points Uzs
zs
N (U )
this would necessarily imply given Lemmas 7 and 9 that Uzs

z. However, since conditional on z, fz (U ) = 0, ez (U ) = , and

U ((i )) 8s conditional on

N
Uzs

(U )

this implies that
N
+ Es Uzs
(U ) jez =

U ((i )) 8s, then

U ((i ))

(A-52)

which violates (A-51). To see why (A-52) must hold, note that if conditional on z, fz (U ) = 0,
N (U )
ez (U ) = , and Uzs

J

U ((i )) 8s, then this means that

N
+ Es Uzs
(U ) jez =

= J max

N
+ Es Uzs
(U ) jez =

,

(A-53)

where (A-53) follows by analogous arguments to those of the proof of part 3 Lemma 8. However,
if (A-53) holds, then Lemma 9 implies (A-52).
N (U )
Case 3. Suppose that for the given z for which Uzs

ez (U ) =

U ((i )), it is the case that

N (U ) 2 U ((i )) ; U ((i )) .
and that (27) binds. We show that it is not possible that Uzs

N (U ) 2 U ((i )) ; U ((i )) for some s, and denote by ' 2 S
Suppose that conditional on z, Uzs
N je = ; s 2 ' . Note
e = Es Uz;s
the values of s for which this is the case. Given z, let U
z
N (U ) 2 U ((i )) ; U ((i )) must necessarily solve the
that conditional on z, these values of Uzs
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following program:
N
jez = ; s 2 '
max Es Uz;s

N
Es Uz;s
jez = 0; s 2 '

Ng
fUzs
s2'

(A-54)

s.t.
e = Es U N jez = ; (z; s) 2 '
U
z;s
N
Uzs

2 U ((i )) ; U ((i ))

(A-55)
(A-56)

N (U ) for s 2 ' does not solve this program, then there exists an alternaThis is because if Uzs
N (U ) which solves this program, is feasible, satis…es promise keeping, satis…es
bzs
tive value of U

incentive constraints on the principal, and for which (27) is slack. Given the linearity of J (U )
for U 2 U ((i )) ; U ((i )) this alternative yields the same welfare to the principal, and this
contradicts our previous argument that (27) must bind.
Consider the solution to (A-54)

(A-56). Let

correspond to the Lagrange multiplier on

constraint (A-38). Suppose it were the case that (A-56) does not bind for some s00 and s000 , so
N (U ) which occur with positive probability. First
that (A-56) does not bind for values of Uzs

order conditions imply that
00
s (s ;

00
)
s (s ; 0)
=
00
s (s ; )

=

000
s (s ;

000
)
s (s ; 0)
.
000
s (s ; )

However, if this is true, then this violates the MLRP property which states that

s (s; 0) = s (s;

)

is rising in s.
11.2.9

Proof of Lemma 11

We prove the uniqueness of the solution conditional on U = U (i ) and U = U (i ). Suppose
…rst that U = U (i ). The arguments in the proof of part 2 of Lemma 9 show that the solution
in this case is uniquely determined and coincides with the one described. Now suppose that
U = U (i ). Conditional on fz (U (i )) = 1 8z, UzF (U (i )) is uniquely determined so as to
satisfy the promise keeping constraint. Since
UzF (U (i )) = 1

de(i ) U (i ) + de(i ) U (i ) ,

this means that de(i ) is uniquely determined.

We are left to consider the possibility that fz (U (i )) = 0 for some z. In this case, Lemma 8

implies that ez (U (i )) =

for such z. Satisfaction of (5) given (7) implies that conditional on

some z for which fz (U (i )) = 0, it must be that
N
(U (i )) jez =
+ Es Uz;s

A-17

U (i ) > U (i ) ,

where we have used the fact that from (37) it is the case that U (i ) < 0. This means that
conditional on fz (U (i )) = 0, the agent receives a continuation value which exceeds U (i ).
Satisfaction of (2) thus implies that conditional on some z for which fz (U (i )) = 1, it must be
that
g (i ) + UzF (U (i )) < U (i ) .

(A-57)

However, for such a given z, (A-57) given the de…nition of U (i ) in (37) implies that
Ai + J UzF (U (i )) < J (U (i ))

p

which is not incentive compatible for the principal since (3) is violated. Therefore, if U = U (i ),
then fz (U (i )) = 1 8z and UzF (U (i )) is uniquely determined.
11.2.10

Proof of Lemma 12

Equations (56), (59), and (60) implicitly de…ne the function J (i). Given the de…nition estab! ( ; se (i)). Let

lished in Section 10.3, the right hand side of (59) corresponds to

(i) and

(e
s (i)) correspond to the right hand sides of (56) and (60), respectively. It is clear by implicit
di¤erentiation of (60) with respect to i that
(1

00

00

) J (i) =

(e
s (i)) se0 (i) +

0

(e
s (i)) se00 (i) :

If i < i , se0 (i) > 0 from the proof of part 3 of Proposition 4 and

0

(A-58)

(e
s (i)) > 0 from the proof of

00

part 4 of Proposition 4. Therefore, J (i) has the same sign as
00

(e
s (i)) se00 (i)
+ 0
.
0
se (i)
(e
s (i))

By some algebra,
00
0

(e
s (i))
=
(e
s (i))

s (i) ;
ss (e

)
+2
(e
s
(i)
;
)
[1=
s

(A-59)

s (i) ;
s (e

)
(e
s (i) ; )]

<2

where we the second inequality follows from the fact that
To characterize

se00 (i) =e
s0 (i),

s (i) ;
ss (e

note that se (i) must satisfy
(i) =

so that by implicit di¤erentition,
se0 (i) =

! ( ; se (i))
0 (i)

! s ( ; se (i))
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s (i) ;
s (e
1=

.

)
,
(e
s (i) ; )

(A-60)

) < 0.

(A-61)

(A-62)

Implicitly di¤erentiating (A-61) twice with respect to i yields

We can show that

00 (i)

00 (i)

se00 (i) =

+ ! ss ( ; se (i)) se0 (i)
.
! s ( ; se (i))

(A-63)

> 0, which implies that se00 (i) < 0. To determine the sign of

00 (i),

di¤erentiate the right hand side of (56) twice with respect to i to achieve:
00

(i) =

where we have used the fact that
and

00 (i)

g 00 (i) ( p
( p

0 (i)

0 (i)

a(

))
2A
a ( )) + Ai

>0

< 0 for i < i to establish the inequality. Since

(A-64)
0 (i)

<0

> 0, we can combine (A-62) and (A-63), to achieve

se00 (i)
se0 (i)

00 (i)

=

! ss ( ; se (i))
0 (i)

0 (i)

! ss ( ; se (i))
.
! s ( ; se (i))

! s ( ; se (i))

(A-65)

Substituting (A-15) into the right hand side of (A-65) taking into account that the second term
on the right hand side of (A-15) is positive implies that

Given that se (i)

se00 (i)
<
se0 (i)

2

s (s; 0)

(s; )

s (s;

(s; 0)

)

.

(A-66)

sb ( ) for sb ( ) de…ned in (A-12) it follows that the sum of the right hand
00

sides of (A-60) and (A-66) is negative which implies that (A-59) is negative so that J (i) < 0
for i < i .
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